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Abstract 
The primary focus of this research is to extend the principles of nanofiltration (NF) to non-
aqueous systems using organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) membranes. Solvent transport 
in organic solvent nanofiltration membranes has been studied in a lab-scale cross-flow 
nanofiltration rig over extended periods using the common solvents methanol, toluene, 
ethyl acetate and their mixtures. The organic solvent nanofiltration membranes 
STARMEMTM 122* (W.R Grace and Co.) and MPF-50 (Koch Membrane Systems) were 
investigated. Both solution-diffusion and pore-flow models can be used to predict 
permeation of solvent mixtures. For the solvents studied, it is possible for reasonable 
predictions of solvent mixture flux to be made over the whole concentration range, based 
on the data for pure solvents. 
To understand solute transport, flux and rejection performances under cross-flow, 
for concentrated (5-30 wt. %) methanol-dimethyl methylsuccinate (DMMS) solutions, were 
examined. The experimental flux/rejection data for the flat-sheet membranes was fitted 
using pore-flow and solution-diffusion models, coupled with film theory for liquid mass 
transfer effects. It was found that solution-diffusion gives a better description of some of 
the experimental trends. In the practical range of concentrations studied, rejection should be 
seen as a variable, dependent on the mass transfer characteristics of the nanofiltration 
system in use. 
Pilot plant OSN spiral-wound performance was investigated for highly concentrated 
solutions of a highly rejected solute. Flat-sheet determined model transport parameters were 
used, with success, for predictive modelling of pilot-plant spiral-wound experimental data. 
Lastly, this work presents a new modelling approach for solvent transport though 
OSN membranes. In this study an adsorption-diffusion membrane transport model, able to 
describe the experimental flux of a reasonable number of solvents permeating through a 
polyimide polymeric membrane, was derived. The main contribution of this modelling 
approach is its ability to incorporate all OSN flux determining factors in a predictive 
mathematical model. 
* STARMEMTM is a trademark of W.R.Grace 
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M, (m) Membrane 
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P Polymer 
s 	 Solvent 
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so/ 	 Solution 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Liquid phase separations are common in the chemical, pharmaceutical and food industries. 
Unit-operations such as distillation and liquid-liquid extraction are some of the most 
popular traditional technologies employed in separating liquid mixtures. However, 
increased energy and downstream processing costs have driven research towards the 
development of more efficient and less energy-intensive processes. This has led to the 
development and use of separation processes involving membranes, which operate at much 
milder operating conditions when compared to traditional chemical engineering unit-
operations. Such membrane-based processes can be classified into several categories 
depending on the type of driving force. The most common driving forces encountered are: 
pressure gradient (Reverse Osmosis (RO), Nanofiltration (NF), Ultrafiltration (UF) and 
Microfiltration (MF)), concentration gradient (Pervaporation, Vapour Permeation, Gas 
Permeation and Dialysis) and electrical gradient (Electrodialysis). 
The industrial development of membranes dates back to the 60's with the implementation 
of the first water desalination plants based on reverse osmosis technology. Nowadays 
membranes play a key role in modern life and medicine. However their liquid phase 
applications are still mainly limited to separations in aqueous streams. The development of 
nanofiltration membranes for use in organic solvents has attracted much attention as they 
have potential applications in diverse areas, such as organometallic catalyst separation, 
solvent exchange, lube oil dewaxing etc. This creates a new opportunity for membrane 
technology, and a large expansion of membrane processes is expected in unexploited areas 
such as petroleum, electrochemical, pharmaceutical and fine chemical synthesis. 
Unfortunately, currently available OSN membranes have limited solvent compatibility and 
lifetime, and the central challenge for membrane technology is to produce membranes 
which are functionally stable in a broad range of organic solvents and at a variety of 
temperatures. Thus the search for efficient and cost-effective solvent and thermally 
resistant materials continues. 
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Several models have been formulated to describe the specie transport in aqueous NF/RO 
processes. These models can be classified into three main categories: solution-diffusion, 
pore-flow and irreversible thermodynamics based models. The solution-diffusion model 
approach (Londsdale et al., 1965) assumes a dense membrane, where the penetrating specie 
sorbs and diffuses through. The pore-flow approach (Sourirajan et al., 1965) assumes a 
membrane made of nanometer sized pores where the penetrating species flow through. 
Finally, the irreversible thermodynamic theory (Kedem and Katchalsky, 1958; Spiegler and 
Kedem, 1966) treats the membrane as a black box and uses phenomenological equations to 
describe specie transport. Although these models have been widely used in describing 
aqueous NF/RO systems, their applicability in organic solvent systems, where complex 
solvent-solute-membrane interactions take place, is still being explored. 
1.2 Aim and Outline of this Thesis 
This thesis is concerned with extending and testing the applicability of established aqueous 
nanofiltration principles to non-aqueous systems. The broad objectives can be summarized 
as follows: 
(a) Understand the factors that determine solvent/solute transport through OSN 
membranes; 
(b) Explore the applicability of literature aqueous transport models from the literature 
and develop a coherent OSN transport model, able to describe flux/rejection 
behaviour of flat-sheet/spiral-wound membrane systems; 
(c) Develop a new approach to OSN modelling able to predict solvent fluxes by the use 
of model parameters determined from independent experiments. 
Literature relevant to this study is reviewed in Chapter 2. This includes a description of 
OSN membrane types, OSN membrane characterization techniques and modelling of OSN 
based systems. 
In Chapter 3, the performance of OSN membranes was evaluated for the permeation of 
binary solvent mixtures. Factors affecting OSN transport characteristics were assessed and 
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predictive solvent nanofiltration models based on the pore-flow and solution-diffusion 
approach were built. 
In Chapter 4, the flux/rejection behaviour of OSN membranes was studied by using a 
solvent partially-rejected-solute model system. The effect of solute concentration in the 
flux/rejection profiles was assessed and the experimental results were fitted with solution-
diffusion and pore-flow transport models coupled with film for liquid phase mass transfer. 
From the goodness of the fit insight was gained into the dominant transport phenomena 
present in these OSN systems. 
In Chapter 5, a pilot plant apparatus was used to determine the flux/rejection behaviour of 
spiral-wound modules. An attempt to predict spiral-wound performance using membrane 
transport parameters derived from flat-sheet experiments was performed. The level of 
spiral-wound model complexity required to accurately describe OSN in spiral-wound 
elements was also assessed. 
In Chapter 6, a new OSN transport model was developed. This model is able to predict 
solvent fluxes, by the use of model parameters determined from independent experiments 
and its predictive capability was tested against cross-flow solvent permeation data. 
Finally, Chapter 7 provides a concluding discussion and highlights areas for further work. 
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Table 1: Driving forces and their related membrane separation processes. 
Driving force Membrane process 
pressure difference 
chemical potential difference 
electrical potential difference 
temperature difference 
microfiltration, ultrafiltration, nanofiltration, 
reverse osmosis or hyperfiltration 
pervaporation, pertraction, dialysis, gas 
separation, vapor permeation, liquid membranes 
electrodialysis, membrane electrophoresis, 
membrane electrolysis 
membrane distillation 
2. Literature Review 
2.1 Membrane Processes 
Starting in the late sixties, membrane processes have gradually found their way into 
industrial applications and now serve as viable alternatives for more traditional processes 
such as distillation, evaporation or extraction. Many membrane processes can be 
distinguished based on the main driving force applied to accomplish the separation. An 
overview of the driving forces and the related membrane separation processes is given in 
Table 1. 
Many textbooks have been written on the basic mechanisms and the various applications of 
these processes. Pressure driven membrane separation processes, electrodialysis, dialysis 
and gas separation are industrially implemented and are generally considered as proven 
technologies. Most of the other processes, however, are still in the development stage. This 
work will focus on pressure driven separation, more specifically nanofiltration (NF). The 
term nanofiltration was introduced at the end of the eighties to indicate an area of 
membrane technology, situated between ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis. In the literature 
nanofiltration is usually characterized by a membrane pore size between 0.5 and 2 nm, 
which corresponds to a molecular weight cut-off of approximately 300-500 g.mole-1. The 
operating pressures used in this process are usually between 5 and 40 bar. NF is used to 
achieve a separation between sugars, other organic molecules and multivalent salts on one 
hand and monovalent salts and water on the other. In contradiction to the ideal situation 
where the ratio of pore size to particle size determines the selectivity of filtration, while the 
pore size and surface porosity of the membrane determines the hydrodynamic resistance 
and the permeability as a function of the pressure gradient NF is far from being completely 
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understood. Some authors (Bowen and Mukhtar, 1996) claim that the nano-pore scale 
induces interaction effects between solutes and the membrane material that will also 
influence the separation mechanism, but they also state that the calculation of these pore 
sizes does not necessarily mean that the pores really exist. Others (Wijmans and Baker, 
1995) claim that the mechanism for NF transport is situated somewhere in a transient zone 
between the transport mechanisms of ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis. 
2.2 Membranes 
In order to fully understand a membrane separation process such as NF there is a need to 
understand the membrane itself. It is the membrane that has the ability to selectively 
transport one component of the feed phase over the other. 
Phase 1 
(Feed) 
111,.,• 	. 
111,  • 
• 
L.) • . 
*0
7-) 
o 	'  • 0 • 
• .. p, • • • • 
. • 0.0 	. . • •• • • • 0 • • 
Phase 2 
(Permeate) 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of a pressure driven membrane process. 
The separation of the different species is based on physical/chemical interactions between 
the membrane and the components, resulting in a concentrated stream (retentate) and a 
diluted one (permeate). 
2.2.1 Polymeric Membranes 
Most polymeric OSN membranes have an asymmetric structure, and are porous with a 
dense top-layer. This asymmetry can be divided into two major types; the integral type, 
where the whole membrane is composed of the same material and the thin-film-composite 
(TFC) where the membrane separating layer is made of a different material. 
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Polymeric membranes generally fail to maintain their physical integrity in organic solvents 
because of their tendency to swell or dissolve. This is a major drawback since non-aqueous 
processes generally require polymers which are; rigid and crystalline, thermally stable, 
resistant to compaction, inert and non-swollen by solvents, and stable over long usage. 
Nevertheless, there are several polymeric materials that exhibit satisfactory solvent 
resistance. McCarthy (1985) states that "The chemical resistance of a polymeric material is 
its ability to withstand chemical attack with minimal change in appearance, dimensions, 
mechanical properties, and weight over a period of time" and is often interconnected with 
the thermal stability, i.e., factors that favour thermal stability often favour chemical stability 
as well. As a general rule the higher the glass transition temperature the more rigid the 
polymer, and the better its stability in solvents. Usually the factors that promote chemical 
stability are (Gebben, 1988): 
• Aromatic or heterocyclic backbone structures, i.e., the presence of resonance 
structures. 
• Absence of "reactive" groups such as unsaturated bonds, -OH groups, free -NH 
groups, aliphatic groups. 
• Presence of high bond energies that cause strong chemical bonds, e.g., C-F, C-Si, 
C-P. 
• Polybonding: atoms are linked to the polymer chain with two or more bonds, 
which implies that chains cannot be broken by the rupture of one single bond, 
e.g., in ladder polymers. 
Some examples of classes of highly resistant polymers are presented in Table 2 (Critchley 
et al., 1983). 
Table 2 : Classes of highly resistant polymers. 
polymer class 	 stability promoted by 	Examples 
thermosetting 
fluorinated 
inorganic 
aromatic 
heterocyclic 
ladder polymers 
high cross linking density 
strong chemical bonds 
strong chemical bonds 
resonance stability 
resonance stability 
polybonding, resonance 
phenol-formaldehyde resin 
polytetrafluorethylene 
polyphosphazene, polysiloxane 
polyphenylene, aromatic polyamide 
polyimide, polybenzimidazole 
polypyrrone 
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2.2.1.1 Integral Asymmetric Polymeric Membranes 
Integral asymmetric polymeric membranes are prepared by the phase inversion immersion 
precipitation process. For this purpose, a solution of the polymer is cast as a thin film 
(usually on a nonwoven fabric), dried for a few seconds to create a dense top-layer, and 
immersed in a coagulation bath which contains a non-solvent for the polymer. The solvent 
starts to diffuse out of the homogeneous liquid polymer film, whereas the non-solvent 
diffuses into the film. Due to the presence of non-solvent, phase separation takes place in 
the polymer film and the polymer precipitates as a solid phase to form a porous asymmetric 
membrane structure. The thermodynamic properties of the casting system and the kinetics 
involved in the exchange of solvent and non-solvent affect the morphology of the 
membrane, and consequently its permeability and solvent rejection (Park et al., 2000). 
More detailed information about membrane preparation techniques can be found elsewhere 
(Mulder, 1997). 
Few of the highly resistant polymers mentioned in 2.2.1 are suitable for producing integral 
asymmetric OSN membranes, mainly due to the fact that to perform the phase inversion the 
polymer needs to be soluble in at least one solvent. Some soluble commercially available 
polymers are polysulfone (PSF), polyethersulfone (PES), polyacrylonitrile (PAN), 
polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF), polyetherimide (PEI) and BTDA-based polyimide (PI) 
(BTDA = benzophenone tetracarboxylic dianhydride). Several researchers have compared 
the chemical resistance of these polymers and the main conclusions are summarized in 
Table 3 (Beerlage et al., 1994). 
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Table 3 : Resistance of Soluble commercially available polymers. 
Solvent class PSF PES PA' PVDF PEI Pe 
alcohols. + + +/- + + + 
aliphatic h.c. + + + + + + 
aromatic h.c. + + + + 
ethers _w  _c + + +/_c + 
esters. + + + 
ketones - + + + 
aliphatic acids. 
amides 
+ 
- 
+ + 
- 
+ +/_d 
halogenated h.c. + + - + 
a: pure polyacrylonitrile 
b: soluble BTDA-copolyimide: P84 / PI 2080 
c: not stable in tetrahydrofuran 
d: stable in aqueous dilutions, not stable in concentrated acid 
h.c: hydrocarbons 
+: stable, no visible change 
-: not stable, highly swollen or soluble 
The information presented in Table 3 suggests PAN and PI as solvent resistant polymers. 
Both polymers can be processed by the phase inversion technique. PIs are commonly used 
for integral asymmetric NF membranes preparation, and will be addressed in this section. 
PAN is mainly associated with the preparation of integral asymmetric ultrafiltration (UF) 
membranes and consequently serves as a support for composite NF membranes to be 
discussed in the next chapter. 
PIs are made by the reaction of diamines (DA) with dianhydrides, to form the soluble 
polymer precursor known as poly(amic acid). This can then be processed converting it into 
the final PI by cyclodehydration of the amide-acid (imidization). Figure 2 shows the 
mechanism for the pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) case. 
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Figure 2 : Polyimide synthesis schematic representation. 
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Some of the most common commercially available PIs used for forming integral 
asymmetric polymeric OSN membranes are shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4 : Commercially available soluble polyimides. 
Polymer 	 Chemical Structure 
P 84 (Lenzing) 
BTDA-TDI/MDI 
soluble in amides 
Matrimid 5218 (Ciba Geigy) 
BTDA-AAPTMI 
soluble in amides, 
chloroform and THF 
Sixef-44 (Hoechst Celanese) 
6FDA-6FipDA 
soluble in amides, THF 
chloroform and acetone 
Kapton® FIN (DuPont) 
PMDA-ODA 
soluble in amides and THF 
BTDA: 	benzophenone-3,3 ' ,4,4' -tetracarboxyl ic dianhydride 
TDI: 	toluene diisocyanate 
MDI: 	4,4'-methylene bis(phenyl isocyanate) 
AAPTMI: 5 (6)-amino-1-(4 ' -aminopheny1)-1,3-trimethylindane 
6FDA: 	5,5 -[2,2,2-trifluoro-1-(trifluoromethyl)-ethylidene]-bis-1,3-isobenzofuranedione 
6FipDA: hexafluoro-2,2-bis(4-aminophenyl)propane 
PMDA: 	pyromellitic dianhydride 
ODA: 	4,4'-oxydianiline 
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There are several published examples of OSN membranes based on PIs: 
(Strathmann, 1978) developed solvent stable membranes based on PDMA-ODA (by 
reacting benzidine with pyromellitic anhydride). For increased solvent/thermal resistance 
these membranes were cyclized with N,N-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide. After all processing 
steps the membranes were able to withstand 50 days exposure to dichloromethane and 
cyclohexane without loss of mechanical stability. Alegranti (1978) developed OSN 
membranes by a similar procedure, differing only in the cyclization step. At 5.5 MPa these 
membranes could perform hexane/ethanol (50 %/50 %) mixture separation (75 % ethanol in 
the permeate). 
Matrimid 5218 based OSN membranes were developed for lube oil separation (White et al, 
1993), and were able to achieve 96 % lube oil rejection and 12.9 L.m"2.h-1 solvent flux for a 
blend of methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) and toluene at 4.1 MPa and 263 K. These are the first 
OSN membranes employed in a commercial plant installation at Mobil's Beaumont, Texas 
refinery. 
2.2.1.2 Thin-Film-Composite (TFC) Membranes 
Composite membranes consist of at least two different materials. Usually, a selective 
membrane material is deposited as a thin layer upon a porous sub-layer which serves as 
support. The advantage of this kind of membrane over the integrally skinned ones is that 
each layer can be optimised independently in order to achieve the desired membrane 
performance. There are several well established techniques to apply a thin top layer upon a 
support: dip-coating, spray coating, spin coating, interfacial polymerisation, in-situ 
polymerisation, plasma polymerisation and grafting. Details of these techniques can be 
found elsewhere (Mulder, 1997). Due to the large variety of preparation techniques almost 
all polymeric materials can be used to produce this kind of membrane. The top layer and 
the support both contribute to the overall performance. High solvent resistance makes PAN 
a good support material for TFC membranes as can be seen from the following examples. 
Preparation of crosslinked PAN supports has been reported in the literature by Peinemann 
et al. (2001), when an epoxidized PAN copolymer was subjected to ammonolysis providing 
highly solvent stable (including stability in dimethylformamide (DMF)) supports. A highly 
solvent resistant OF membrane based on poly(acrylonitrile-co-glycidyl methacrylate) 
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(PANGMA) was reported (Hicke et al., 2002). This membrane was prepared by phase 
inversion followed by ammonolysis and was also stable in DMF, thus being a very 
attractive support for preparation of OSN-TFC membranes. 
Composite membranes made of a support layer of PAN (10-80 fan thick), and a top, 
thermally cross-linked, elastomeric barrier layer of an adduct of maleic acid anhydride and 
a poly(aliphaticterpene) have also been reported for lube oil dewaxing (Pasternack, 1993). 
These membranes were able to achieve 87.2 % lube oil rejection and 58.3 kg.m-2.111 fluxes 
at 5.5 MPa and 298 K. PAN homopolymers or copolymers cross-linked with acids or bases, 
functionalized with amino, hydroxyl or carboxylic groups and coated with an additional 
hydrophilic or polyelectrolyte polymer layer have been synthesised (Linder et al., 
1991).The resultant composite membrane was stable in solvents such as DMF, methylethyl 
ketone and dichloromethane and could achieve fluxes of 147.5 L.m-2.h-1 and 99 % congo-
red dye rejections at 2.9 MPa and room temperature. Polydimethylsiloxane is extensively 
used in OSN applications as TFC membrane top layer, and dewaxing solvents were 
separated from dewaxed oils by non-porous silicone rubber membranes cross-linked with 
polyisocyanates, polyacidchlorides or silanes (Pasternack, 1992). At 5.5 MPa and 298 K 
these membranes were able to achieve 88.7 % rejections and 37.1 kg.m-2.h-1 fluxes. 
2.2.2 Inorganic Membranes 
Due to the upper temperature constraint for polymeric based membranes (Mulder, 1997), 
there is a growing market for membranes based on solvent resistant materials able to 
withstand high temperatures. Ceramic materials (silicium carbide, zirconium oxide, 
titanium oxide) endure harsh temperature conditions and show stable performance in 
solvent medium, and so are excellent materials for membrane preparation. On that basis a 
new generation of OSN membranes have been developed, the inorganic composite 
membranes. 
Inorganic membranes with the stable, defect-free nano-pore structure required for OSN are 
prepared by the sol-gel process. Two different routes are widely used (Figure 3), the 
colloidal gel route and the polymeric gel route. Both of these routes start with an alkoxide 
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precursor that is hydrolysed and polymerized. The drying of the gel structures is regarded 
as the critical step and the calcination temperature determines the membrane pore size. 
Alkoxide 
precursor 
Sol 
Inorganic 
polymer 
Colloidal 
gel Polymeric 
gel 
Gel 
Drying and 
sintering 
Figure 3 : Inorganic membrane preparation by the sol-gel process. 
Porous OSN membranes (1-4 nm pore size) were prepared from silica-zirconia colloidal 
sols, by the sol-gel processes (Tsuru et al., 2001). Pore size control for these membranes 
was possible by appropriate choice of the colloidal particle size. These membranes were 
tested in non-aqueous solutions of ethanol and methanol. At 323 K and 1.5 MPa the pure 
methanol flux was 28.8 L.n12.h-1 and a 200 Da polyethylene glycol rejection of 40 % was 
obtained. 
One major drawback of the inorganic membranes has been their relatively high MWCO > 
1000 Da, which makes them unsuitable for nanofiltration type separations. However, 
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recently inorganic membranes with a MWCO < 500 Da have been reported in the literature, 
although this rejection has been determined in aqueous solution for a mixture of PEGs 
(Puhlfurb et al., 2000; Weber et al., 2003). Table 5 summarises some of the reported 
performance data for the OSN membrane types mentioned above. 
Table 5 : OSN performance data. 
Membrane/material Solute/solvent system Permeability Separation Reference 
(Lni2h-l bar l ) factor*/rejection# 
MPF-44 (KOCH) Safranin(0.01%)/methanol 0.34 67.6%" Whu et al., 2000 
Solvent blue (35mg/1)/methanol 0.19 85.0%" Yang et al., 2001 
MPF-60 (KOCH) Safranin (0.01%)/methanol 0.50 86.9%" Whu et al., 2000 
Solvent blue (35mg/1)/methanol 0.13 81%" Yang et al., 2001 
MPF-50 (KOCH) Vitamin-B12 (0.01%)/methanol 0.98 89.0%" Whu et al., 2000 
Methanol 1.24 
Octane 11.63 Machado et al., 1999 
Methanol 5.83 
Pentanol 1.03 44 
Acetone(40% molar)/propanol 6.67 1* 
Pentane (40% molar)/acetone 16.67 1* 
Ethanol 6.35 Van der Bruggen et al., 
n-hexane 46.3 2002 
Matrimid-5218(Ciba-Geigy) Lube-oil (20%)/methyl ethyl ketone-toluene 0.11 99.0%" White et al., 2000 
Lenzing P84 (HP polymers) n-decane (2%), 0.86 44.0%" 
1-methylnaphthalene (2%), 1.0%" 
n-hexadecane (2%), 79.0%" 
1-phenyl undecane (2%), 66.0%" 
pristine (2%), 95.0%ft 64 
n-docosane (2%)/toluene (88%) 92.0%" 
STARMEMTM 122 Jacobsen catalyst(1.2mM)/THF 2.73 96.0%" Scarpello et al., 2002 
Jacbsen catalyst(1.2mM)/EA 4.24 99.0%m 
PDMS-PAN n-hexane 8.41 Robinson et al., 2004 
n-heptane 7.00 
i-hexane 7.80 
i-heptane 6.25 66 
i- octane 4.66 
Cyclohexane 3.66 
Xylene 4.90 
Sunflower oil(0%)/hexane 3.70 Stafie et al., 2004 
Sunflower oil(8%)/hexane 2.40 88% 
Sunflower oil(19%)/hexane 1.80 84% 
Sunflower oil(30%)/hexane 1.10 82% 
Silica-zirconia Methanol 1.92 Tsuru et al., 2001 
Polyethylene glycol(MW=200) 40% 
2.3 OSN Membrane Characterization 
For microfiltration and ultrafiltration membranes, where clearly defined pores are present in 
the membrane structure, characterization techniques focus on pore size determination and 
on assessing the characteristics of the pore network. In reverse osmosis, where membranes 
are usually dense films characterization techniques focus on membrane surface analysis, 
polymer nature and type of interactions between polymer and permeating species. In 
nanofiltration there is still some controversy on whether the membrane structure is dense or 
composed by nano-sized pores, therefore many pore membrane and dense membrane 
characterization techniques are applied to nanofiltration membrane characterization. Most 
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of these characterization techniques, for porous and dense membranes, are well established 
for aqueous processes and their main characteristics can be found in the literature (Mulder, 
1997). 
In this work there is an interest for characterization techniques that allow 
prediction/interpretation of membrane performance. Therefore this work will focus on 
techniques that can assess one of the most important factors determining permeation 
through OSN membranes: the membrane-solvent interaction. 
2.3.1 Flory-Huggins Interaction Parameter 
One of the foremost parameters to represent polymer-solvent interactions is the Flory-
Huggins parameter or the x (chi) parameter. Polymer solutions have unique 
thermodynamic properties and one of the first theories to account for such differences was 
the Flory-Huggins theory (Danner et al., 1993). The activity of the penetrant inside the 
polymer for a binary system according to the Flory-Huggins theory can be given as 
(Mulder, 1997): 
In 	= In 	
V 
+ [1— )0 p + &bp 
	
(1) 
where, a, is the activity of the penetrant molecule, 0; is the volume fraction of the species, 
V„, is the molar volume of the solvent and VP is the molar volume of the polymer. The x 
parameter gives a qualitative estimate of the type of interactions possible between the 
polymer and the solvent. Some guidelines proposed for the x values are as follows (Danner 
et al., 1993; Mulder, 1997): A value ofx which is > 2 is considered large and in this case 
the magnitude of interactions are small between the chosen pair of polymer and the solvent. 
On the other hand for x values between 0.5 and 2, the interactions are high between the 
polymer and the solvent and high permeabilities exist. However, for x values < 0.5, the 
interactions are very large and the polymer and the solvent are compatible often leading to 
solvation between the two. Thus for the permeation of such solvents, a high degree of 
cross-linking would be required to cause maximum interaction without extensive swelling 
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of the polymeric membrane. Several methods have been used in literature to obtain the chi 
parameters between polymer-solvent systems. The direct method uses the Flory-Huggins 
equation and some indirect methods are based on: using the Hildebrand solubility 
parameter approach, inverse gas chromatography and precipitation values determined 
during membrane formation. 
2.3.1.1 Determining (x) using Flory-Huggins 
Sorption capacity of the polymer for a solvent can be directly related to its interaction with 
the solvent. This is the approach of the Flory-Huggins theory to determine the x parameter. 
The equation used for this approach can be derived simply from using the Flory-Huggins 
theory for binary systems, Eq. (1), setting the activity of the solvent equal to unity (pure 
solvent) and assuming that the molar volume of the penetrating specie is much smaller than 
the molar volume of the polymer. The resulting equation can be given by: 
ln~l—(bp )+ Op  
in the above formula the Op is the volume fraction of the polymer and can be obtained by 
using sorption experiments. Kim et al. (1997) have compared the values obtained by 
sorption studies to values obtained in literature. For example, the measured value for 
polysulfone-water system was 4.0 and that obtained using the Flory-Huggins approach was 
about 3.7. Thus, it can be seen that there is good agreement between the values thus 
validating the method. 
2.3.1.2 Determining ( x) by the Hildebrand Solubility Parameter Approach 
The chi parameter can be obtained from Hildebrand solubility parameters as follows 
(Danner et al., 1993; Van Kreleven, 1990): 
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(2) 
X = XS + XH = XS + 
vi(gi -(5m)2 (3) RT 
where 	and xi/ are the entropic and enthalpic contribution respectively. The entropic 
contribution, ( Xs ), is generally the inverse of the coordination number for the lattice 
structure, which is found to be between 0.3 and 0.4 (Danner et al., 1993; Van Kreleven, 
1990). The 8 's are the Hildebrand Solubility parameters and these can be determined from 
group contribution methods (Sourirajan et al., 1985) for the solvent (1) and the polymer 
(m ). Similar solubility parameters indicate a good compatibility of the polymer and the 
solvent. 
The Hildebrand solubility parameter approach is a very simple one-parameter model for 
predicting the interaction parameter. 
2.3.2 Membrane Surface Energy 
Polymer-solvent interactions can be accounted for by using the chi parameters or the 
solvent-uptake values as has been shown above. However, an indirect measure of the level 
of interaction can also be obtained by using certain membrane properties. Surface energy, 
o-sv for a membrane/polymer (analogous to the surface tension of a solvent), for example, 
can be used as an indirect measure of the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the membrane 
material. Such values for a membrane or any solid surface can be measured using indirect 
techniques such as direct force measurements, contact angles and capillary penetration 
(Kwok and Neumann, 1999). Use of contact angles is a common method employed for 
measuring the membrane surface energy. Young's equation can be utilized to relate the 
contact angle to the three surface tension values of the system viz. the solid-liquid surface 
tension (Gra ), the solid-vapour surface tension (a-sr ) and the liquid-vapour surface tension 
(au ).  
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Figure 4 shows the definition of contact angle along with those for the individual surface 
tension. 
Figure 4 : Contact angle with surface tension components. 
It is evident that the contact angle is definitely a function of the membrane and solvent 
type. Young's equation relates the three values as: 
o-" cos° = cr" — crSL 
	
(4) 
9 = Advancing contact angle between the solid and the liquid. Among these three values, 
the liquid-vapour surface tension values can be easily obtained through curvature analysis 
of pendant drops. The solid-liquid surface tension values crsL can be estimated through the 
use of several available theories, but the solid-vapour value, a-s`' which is essentially a 
constant, needs to be determined from a series of contact angle measurements for various 
liquids. Qualitatively, one can say that the lower the contact angles the higher the wetting 
ability of the solvent for the membrane. 
The relevant equations based on the method proposed by Fowkes (1964), Owens and 
Wendt (1969) will be used to calculate the membrane surface energies: 
L,LV i_ crLV 
A
v
1+ cos 0)= 
iv„Lv,,,sv _.,_ 2vcr Lvasv 
V-• d 	' 	P 	 """ ' L ' d ' 	' 	P 	P (5) 
by measuring the contact angles of two different liquids on the membrane surface the 
membrane's surface tension value can be derived. The two solvents commonly used for this 
method are water (polar solvent) and diiodomethane (apolar solvent). Table 6 presents the 
main characteristics of these solvents. 
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Table 6 : Properties of the solvents used in contact angle experiments. 
Properties* Water Diiodomethane 
Purity (%) 
cr  LV (mj .m-2)  
cr!..1 v (mj.m-2)  
,.. LV f. 
"1
,,
"
T .m 2) 
u 
deionised 
72.8 
21.8 
51.0 
> 99 
50.8 
50.8 
0.0 
* - Owens and Wendt (1969) 
One could easily visualize the use of such interfacial tension values between the solvent 
and the polymeric material as a measure of the interaction; however, a finite contact angle 
needs to be obtained for the estimation. For systems where the solvent has a high level of 
interaction with the polymer and completely wets it the measurement of a contact angle is 
difficult, making this an inherent disadvantage of the technique. 
2.3.3 Determination of Polymer Swelling 
Swelling is a measure for the volume of liquid absorbed by the membrane and is defined as: 
1 W — Frld ry SW. = 
pi 	W  dry 
(6) 
with SW, the degree of polymer swelling for a solvent! , p, the solvent density, Weg the 
weight of a wet polymer sample at equilibrium and Wdry the weight of the dry polymer 
sample. According to the procedure of Ho and Sirkar (1992), swelling is measured by 
immersion of the polymer sample in the organic solvent for 48 h. After wiping dry, the 
samples are weighed and then dried in a vacuum oven during 24 h, until a constant mass of 
the dry membrane is achieved. However, since most of the steps in the experimental 
procedure are not conducted under a controlled environment, this technique is subject to 
significant experimental errors. In an attempt to eliminate experimental errors, the dynamic 
vapour sorption technique (DVS) has been used in this work, to determine liquid polymer 
swelling, knowing that thermodynamics dictates that if a component in the vapour phase 
and liquid phase possess the same activity, the chemical potential of the two states is equal 
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and since the chemical potential is the driving force for sorption, the amount of penetrant 
sorbed into a polymer for a given activity will be the same whether it is being fed from the 
liquid or vapour state. This allows the use of vapour sorption to determine the sorption 
isotherms and apply them to a liquid separation (Rezac et al., 1997), which is quite useful 
due to the comparative ease of gathering accurate sorption data of vapours versus liquids. 
In this DVS method, a sample is exposed to the solvent vapour at a constant partial pressure 
and the kinetics of sorption and solubility of the solvent in the sample are determined by 
observing the rate of weight gain. The weight of the sample is measured by a computer-
controlled microbalance that is connected to a vacuum system. The measurement of 
swelling for commercial membranes is complicated by the multilayer structure. In this 
work it is considered that the swelling of the porous backing and membrane's asymmetric 
structure have little influence on the membrane performance, therefore the swelling is 
measured for dense polymer films that simulate the characteristics of the membrane's top 
layer. 
2.4 Modelling of Organic Solvent Nanofiltration - Solvents 
Although aqueous nanofiltration systems have been studied for several years and much 
knowledge has been gained, OSN systems are not yet well understood. While some studies 
support the use of pore-flow models, others suggest using a solution diffusion approach. 
The derivation of these models is outlined below along with the major simplifying 
assumptions: 
2.4.1 Pore-Flow Model 
Stable pores are assumed to be present inside the membrane and the driving force for the 
transport is the pressure gradient across the membrane. Assuming a system at constant 
temperature where there are no external forces except pressure we can write from the 
Stefan-Maxwell equations (Thiel and Lloyd, 1988): 
(xk(m)Ni — X i(n) N k 	N 	i mxi(m)13o  — x 	LI i(m) T,p, 	X  i(m) RiVP = EC i,k 	 4-* 	 a l ' 	op 
k 	Ci(n) — 	 Ci(m) — 
(7) 
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considering the pressure gradient contribution to the transport to be much more significant 
than the activity gradient Eq. (7) can be simplified to: 
i,mX 	 (xk( m )Ni — xi(m) N k ) 	N 
— X i( n)V Vp a 	v P =14 i,k 	 + 4- 1,m 
17 k C1(m)
—e ct(m) — r 
another reasonable assumption is to consider that the friction of a chemical specie (e.g. 
solvent) with the membrane is much higher than the friction between species, so we can 
write: 
00  
xi(m)
13 VV.  p + a, o   Vp = " 
C t(m) — 
usually the first term in the left side of Eq. (9) is much lower than the second due to the 
small value of the species partial molar volume, so it is reasonable to write: 
Ci( m)/30  e N = a. 	V p ,
11 	z 
(10) 
for small permeating species in relation to the pore size the viscous selectivity is one and 
the total volume flux is given by (Thiel and Lloyd, 1988): 
N, —A e p 
in Eq. (11) fio is the specific permeability and depends on membrane structure. If the 
membrane is composed of more or less cylindrical pores we get the Hagen-Poiseuille 
equation: 
(8) 
N 	
(9) 
30 
c1 2  
N = P're  VP 
32ri r 
on the other hand if the membrane consists of a packed bed of particles we get the Carman-
Kozeny equation (Thiel and Lloyd, 1988): 
d2 	6 3 Nv= 	particle Vp 
180(1— 6) 2 77 
2.4.2 Solution-Diffusion Model 
In the solution-diffusion model, it is assumed that each permeating molecule dissolves in 
the membrane phase and diffuses through the membrane in response to the concentration 
gradient. There is no pressure gradient inside the membrane and the Stefan-Maxwell 
equivalent of Eq. (7) for this kind of system is: 
(xk(m) Ni —xi(m)Nj 	xm N, 
— X i(m)V  T,p Pi =E i,k 	 ± i,m 
k 	Ct(m) 	 Ct(m) 
(14) 
assuming again that the friction between species has a much smaller magnitude than the 
friction of species with the membrane itself Eq. (14) becomes: 
— 	t(m)V T,pPi = 
Ct(m) 
neglecting kinetic coupling and approximating the gradient of chemical potential with a 
molar fraction gradient, Eq. (15) is simplified to: 
(12)  
(13)  
xm Ni (15) 
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Ni = 	
Ci(m) 
Vxi(m) X  
integrating the one dimensional version of Eq. (16) over membrane thickness with the 
proper boundary conditions for chemical potential, constant xm and assuming the activity 
coefficient for each penetrant inside the membrane remains constant (Peeva et al., 2004), 
the following equation is obtained (the detailed derivation of this model can be found in 
Appendix I): 
N = P:d"[x 	x exp( 
VD
,, 	 P )) 
7,f RT 
(17) 
the above equation assumes that the swelling of the membrane separating layer is 
negligible, and is similar to the well known equation presented by Wijmans and Baker 
ip (1995), differing only by the ratio of r— which has been shown to be important when there 
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are significantly different concentrations on each side of the membrane. For cases where 
the membrane layer is a rubbery layer, the assumption of low swelling is unlikely to be true 
and in fact the membrane will often be highly swollen - in that case the analysis developed 
by Paul through a series of papers in the 1970s and recently reformulated (Paul, 2004) is 
more appropriate. 
Both pore-flow and solution-diffusion models have been used in previous work. Robinson 
et al. (2004) reported that their experimental data for the permeation of n-alkanes, i-alkanes 
and cyclic compounds in a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) composite OSN membrane was 
well consistent with the Hagen-Poiseuille pore-flow model Eq. (12). Whu et al. (2000) also 
suggest this pore-flow model for fluxes through the commercial OSN membrane MPF-60 
(Koch Membrane Systems). The membranes employed in both papers comprised rubbery 
materials attached to a support, and at least in the case of Robinson et al. (2004) were 
highly swollen under operation. Application of the Hagen-Poiseuille model implies that a 
pressure gradient exists across the thin PDMS layer. The careful argument presented by 
Paul (1970) based on mechanics, suggests that such a pressure gradient is not possible in a 
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(16) 
swollen rubber phase, and so the exact physical picture in the pore-flow interpretation of 
the data of (Whu et al., 2000; Robinson et al., 2004) is not clear. 
Bhanushali et al. (2001) suggested that solvent viscosity and surface tension are dominant 
factors controlling solvent transport through NF membranes, and a solution-diffusion 
approach was proposed to predict pure solvent permeation. Stafie et al. (2004) employed 
the solution-diffusion model to describe sunflower oil/hexane and polyisobutylene/hexane 
permeation through a composite PDMS membrane with poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN). Some of 
the work reported by Bhanushali et al. (2001) and all of the data presented by Stafie et al. 
(2004) employs rubber based membrane separation layers, for which the swollen rubber 
models of Paul are probably more appropriate than the simple solution-diffusion model 
actually employed based on Wijmans and Baker (1995). 
White (2002) investigated the transport across a series of asymmetric polyimide OSN 
membranes with normal and branched alkanes, and aromatic compounds. His experimental 
results were consistent with the solution-diffusion model presented by Wijmans and Baker 
(1995). Since polyimides are reported to swell by less than 15 %, and usually considerably 
less, in common solvents (Beerlage, 1994) the simple solution-diffusion model (Wijmans 
and Baker, 1995) can be used. However, the solution-diffusion model assumes a 
discontinuity in pressure profile at the downstream side of the separating layer. When the 
separating layer is not a rubbery polymer coated on to a support material, but is a dense top 
layer formed by phase inversion, as in the polyimide membranes reported by White (2002), 
it is not clear where this discontinuity is located, or whether it will actually exist. 
Finally, some authors have attempted to find simple membrane/solvent property based 
models able to describe OSN performance. Machado et al. (2000) were the first to develop 
a membrane/solvent property based model for the permeation of pure solvents and solvent 
mixtures through OSN membranes. These authors developed a resistances-in-series model 
and proposed that solvent transport through the MPF-50 (Koch Membrane Systems) 
membrane consists of three main steps: (1) transfer of the solvent into the top active layer 
which is characterised by surface resistance; (2) viscous flow through NF pores and (3) 
viscous flow through support layer pores, all expressed by viscous resistances, i.e.: 
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Ap N„= 	, 
R's  R; +R; 
where R.:) , R pl and Rp2 are the surface resistance (proportional to the membrane-solvent 
surface tension difference) and viscous resistances (proportional to the solvent viscosity) 
through the NF active layer and the support layers, respectively. The surface resistance is 
proportional to the surface tension difference between the solvent and the OSN membrane 
top layer, and viscous resistances are proportional to solvent viscosity. 
Bhanushali et al. (2001) derived the following relation for solvent flux through OSN 
membranes, starting from a solution-diffusion basis: 
N. —( Vi j 	1 
Oin cr. 
where V is the solvent molar volume, 	its viscosity, 0, the solvent sorption value, o-„, 
the membrane surface tension value, and n an empirical constant. 
Recently Geens et al. (2006) questioned the inverse correlation of flux with sorption 
proposed by Bhanushali et al. (2001), and replaced the product of sorption and membrane 
surface tension in Eq. (26) by a single parameter describing solvent-membrane affinity, the 
difference in surface tension between the liquid solvent and the solid membrane surface: 
1 	 (7:)cr. — Cr i
(20) 
besides showing a good fitting capability for hydrophilic solvent permeation through 
hydrophilic membranes, significant improvement was found in fitting hydrophilic solvent 
permeability through hydrophobic membranes. The broad applicability of this semi-
empirical model for solvent permeability through OSN membranes seems to indicate that 
(18)  
(19)  
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solvent flux depends on viscosity, molecular size and the difference in surface tension 
between the membrane and the solvent. 
These models can be used to gain insight into the transport processes, and also for design 
calculations. While most of the above mentioned references have focussed on the former 
use, in this work the main concern is the latter, i.e. the design problem of how to best 
predict fluxes from over a wide range of solvent mixtures from a limited data set of the 
pure solvent fluxes. Therefore, it is desirable to have confidence in the predictive power of 
the models. However, in the last chapter a physically meaningful model, able to describe 
solvent fluxes and able to justify the applicability of Eq. (18) to (20), will be derived. 
2.5 Modelling Organic Solvent Nanofiltration - Solutes 
2.5.1 Irreversible Thermodynamics Based Models 
The key assumption in models based on the concept of irreversible thermodynamics (IT) is 
that the membrane is not far from equilibrium. The basic premise of this model is that the 
flux of the components is affected by the other permeating components. As stated in 
Appendix I we can write: 
dp . 
N 	-E g. 
dz 
(21) 
Kedem and Katchalsky (1958) proposed one of the early models based on this approach. 
They assumed that solvent and the solute fluxes were linked by a coupling coefficient 
called the Staverman reflection coefficient. 
6 
Nv 	OP — al Ag  
N so lute = w Air a 	( C solute(m))(1 — CON  v zsz 
(22)  
(23)  
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where, L p and w are phenomenological coefficients, (csah,„(70 ) is the average solute 
concentration in the membrane and o- is the Staverman reflection coefficient. The inherent 
disadvantage of this model is that the phenomenological coefficients were concentration 
dependent. To avoid this dependence, the Spiegler-Kedem model (Jagur-Grodzinski and 
Kedem, 1966) was developed which also considered the convective coupling aspects of the 
solute transport. The Spiegler-Kedem model assumes that the solute flux is a combination 
of diffusion and convection (Gilron et al., 2001; Burghoff et al., 1980; Jagur-Grodzinski 
and Kedem, 1966).The relevant Spiegler-Kedem model equations are present in Table 29 
Appendix I, if we simplify the osmotic pressure gradient by using the dilute solution 
approach, we can write: 
- d 1 
1\15.1uw 
6 c
= i — +\csahae(m))(1— c)Nv dz 
where T,  , is the local solute permeability. For the observed rejection we can write: 
OR = (1— 67  
1-6F 
where: 
F = exp[ — N  v(1 cr)1 and P = 
Ps 	 Az 
(26),(27) 
this type of model can be easily used after determining the two model parameters, using 
permeation and rejection data for the specific solvent-solute system. It is a black box 
approach to transport, being incapable of giving us deep insight into the mechanism 
determining membrane permeation; therefore, we will not use this kind of approach in this 
work. 
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(24)  
(25)  
2.5.2 Solution-Diffusion Model 
In the previous section it was outlined the general membrane transport models and derived 
the solution-diffusion model, showing the major simplifying assumptions. In solvent-solute 
systems, the solution-diffusion expression used for the solute remains the same: 
AT/ = 	— 	
P
exp[ T71AP )) r RT (28) 
here the solute and solvent fluxes are dependent on their specific permeability values. 
2.5.3 Pore-Flow Model 
The pore-flow expression for solvent-solute systems cannot remain the same as the one 
used for solvent permeation, as we are now working with rejected species for which 
viscous selectivity becomes important. In recent pore-flow models (Nakao, 1994) it is 
assumed that the thermodynamic forces driving the solute and solvent, which are gradients 
of their chemical potential, are counterbalanced by mechanical frictional forces. 
Expressions for these frictional forces are derived from the sphere in a tube analogy (Deen, 
1987). The first generation of these pore-flow models (Nakao, 1994; Bowen et al., 1997) 
relied on two parameters to describe uncharged solute rejection: r p and exi Ak , with r p as the 
membrane pore radius and ax/Ak as the effective ratio of membrane thickness to porosity. 
However, by including the effects of pressure on chemical potential, and hence on solute 
transport, Bowen and Welfoot (2002) were able to describe the variation of uncharged 
solute rejection with effective pressure driving force, using r p as the single model 
parameter. Due to its simplicity and successful history of use in aqueous systems, Bowen's 
model was adopted in this work (the detailed derivation of this model can be found in 
Appendix I). 
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RTr 2 P Pe' = 
D. V7877\  
Kk 	 r12,N v 
The real rejection, for a solute i, is given by: 
D
iP
T7,877 
K 	}(131 
2 
RR =1— C' 	, =1 	
RTrp 
 
where V is the solute molar volume, Ap the solute diffusion coefficient in the membrane 
pores, rp the membrane pore radius, Kic an hydrodynamic drag coefficient, I the solute 
partition coefficient and lithe solution viscosity. 
The modified Peclet number Pe is given by: 
1— [1 —{Ki DiP 
2  
r7i 	877}01 exp[Pe'] 
RTrp
(29) 
877; Pf„, 
and the total flux by: 
=P,m(Ap—AU) 
	
(31) 
where Pf„, is the permeability of the solvent j in the membrane and H the osmotic pressure. 
In order to apply this pore-flow membrane transport model for the prediction of 
nanofiltration data two input parameters need to be determined; the solvent permeability 
and the membrane pore radius. 
The use of these membrane transport models in OSN is not novel. The solution-diffusion 
model was used for the first time to describe solute transport in OSN by Paul and co-
workers (Paul et al., 1976) who analysed solute transport through solvent-swollen rubbery 
membranes, arriving at the conclusion that solute transport was reasonably described by the 
model, and mainly determined by solvent viscosity and polymer swelling. Stafie et al. 
(2004) also arrived at the same conclusion using a solution-diffusion approach to describe 
sunflower oil/hexane and PIB/hexane permeation through a polydimethylsiloxane active 
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layer coated on a polyacrylonitrile (PAN) support, for several pressures and solute 
concentrations. However, they noticed signs of solvent-solute coupling (solute flux 
increased with increasing solvent flux). White (2002) and Scarpello et al. (2002) also 
analysed solute permeation though OSN membranes using a solution-diffusion approach. 
The pore-flow view of OSN membrane transport has also been used to interpret solute 
permeation; Van der Bruggen et al. (2002) related OSN rejection curves to log-normal pore 
size distributions in the commercially available membranes tested. Whu et al. (2000) 
suggested that for Koch MPF series commercial OSN membranes compaction can be 
explained by pore shrinkage through time and rejection by size exclusion mechanisms. 
Bhanushali et al. (2002) suggested that a pore-flow model including an interaction 
parameter between the membrane and the permeating species could qualitatively describe 
OSN solute rejection data. 
Although this exploratory work is of interest, these membrane transport models have all 
been tested with dilute (< 1 wt. %) solute concentrations. Moreover, most of this work 
neglects the influence of the liquid phase mass transfer limitations on the flux/rejection 
profiles. In this thesis the membrane transport models will be tested for concentrated 
solutions which more closely resemble those found in real industrial applications, and an 
adequate solution mass transfer film theory model will be coupled with the membrane 
transport models in order to assess the liquid phase mass transfer importance in solute 
transport. The detailed derivation of this film theory mass transfer model is present in the 
next subchapter of this literature review. 
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2.6 Liquid Mass Transfer Modelling 
The use of film theory to describe solution mass transfer phenomena in pressure driven 
membrane processes has a proven track record for aqueous systems. In fact, under flow 
conditions such as those encountered in nanofiltration, the simplified film theory 
description of mass transfer has an accuracy close to that obtained by CFD modelling 
(Zydney, 1997). 
x 
dc;  
Nvcip 
  
 
Cjp 
Figure 5 : Concentration polarization. 
The general steady state mass balance equation within the mass transfer boundary layer 
(—ci [ z[0) can be expressed as: 
u ac, +v  ac, .a 	e ac;  
ax az az az 
CiF 
N, 
(32) 
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for relatively small values of flux and transverse Reynolds number (Jv u0 ; Rez'0.5) like the 
ones encountered in nanofiltration, concentration polarization can be described by the 
stagnant film model (Michaels, 1968; Zydney, 1997). Mass transfer is assumed to occur 
across a stagnant film of thickness c- , where the one dimensional steady state mass balance 
for rejected specie i is given by: 
Acci—D! dc. = 0 c. (33)  
dz 
this equation can be integrated over the boundary layer thickness in order to give: 
e 	 — 
N 	In =. C) = 	In 
C ip) (CiF(m)  
(34)  „ 
Si 
(ciF(m) —  
CiF  — C 
) 
C 	C iP 
the problem is that the value of c,F(,,,) is not obtainable by direct measurements so, in order 
to get its real value there is the need to estimate the mass transfer coefficient (k). There are 
two general methods to perform this task (Table 7): 
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Table 7 : Mass transfer coefficient determination. 
Method Equations Assumptions Reference 
Experimental 
velocity variation c,F(m) 
Theoretical mass 
transfer correlation 
1  OR 	(CIF—c.1' 
) 
= 
lc ; oc u° 
Analogy between heat 
and 	mass 	transfer is 
valid and: 
Laminar flow regime 
-Developing 
concentration 
boundary layer 
	
-Fully 	developed 
rodyn 
concentration 	and 
hydamic 
boundary layer 
Turbulent flow regime 
Nakao et al, 1981 
Herath et al, 2000 
Gekas 	and 
Hallstrom, 1987 
Rautenbach 	and 
Helmus, 1994 
Peeva et al, 2004 
C iF 
(c iFe„, )  —C ip ) 
RR 	' = 
111(1— RR In(1— OR ). 	
)
)+b(u0) 
OR 	RR 
i 
Sh =1.62 Re Sc 
L 
Sh =(3.66 3 +1.61193 Re Sc 
Sh = 0.026 Re 13'8 Sc "3  
with: 
id _ Sh ,, 	k— 	upd Sc  = 	ice = 
—13  
L 
1 
p — o
Dr II 	 pDf 
In the experimental velocity variation method (Jonsson and Boesen, 1977) the plot of 
OR 1111— 	vs. 	is assumed to be a straight line, and the intercept on the y-axis, 
OR ua 
corresponding to infinite circulation, will yield the value of the true rejection. The 
weakness of this method is the fact that true rejection, RR depends on Ac, which in turn 
depends on the circulation velocity, u . Therefore the previously mentioned plot is in fact a 
curve that needs to be extrapolated to regions of infinite circulation velocity. Furthermore, 
this RR then corresponds to rejection values where the circulation velocity is infinite and, 
therefore, it can not be used for mass transfer coefficient calculation for finite circulation 
velocities except when the true rejection is independent of the total flux. 
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According to the analysis presented in the last paragraph the theoretical mass transfer 
correlation method seems to be the most reliable choice to obtain the mass transfer 
coefficients, but, the fact that mass transfer coefficients are a function of feed flow rate, cell 
geometry and solute, makes the task of obtaining the correct correlation parameters that are 
able to describe a particular system relatively complicated. 
Concentration polarisation for liquid film mass transfer can be coupled with the model for 
membrane transport, for example the solution-diffusion model Eq. (17) (Nakao et al., 1986; 
Van der Berg and Smolders, 1989), to describe membrane transport in a mass transfer 
limited system. Combined solution-diffusion/pore-flow - film theory models have been 
presented previously in several publications on aqueous systems, where detailed 
experimental flux and rejection results are obtained and used to determine parameters 
through nonlinear parameter estimation (Murthy and Gupta, 1997). The first work to 
consider the effect of concentration polarization in OSN was presented by Peeva et al. 
(2004). The solution-diffusion membrane transport model, Eq. (17), was coupled with film 
theory Eq. (34), to describe flux and rejection of toluene/docosane and tolune/TOABr 
binary mixtures. This approach was able to predict fluxes for a wide range of solvent/solute 
mixtures from a limited data set of the pure solvent/solute fluxes. 
Until now it was only considered the transport mechanism related to membrane permeation, 
but when dealing with concentrated solutions highly rejected by the membrane, the 
boundary layer concentration polarization will also be a determining factor for the 
flux/rejection profiles. 
2.7 Modelling Performance of Spiral-Wound Modules 
Spiral-wound modules are essentially flat membrane sheets separated by highly porous 
spacer material. The modules are relatively simple to build and have a high packing density 
(> 900 m2.m-3), but are difficult to clean. 
Spiral-wound modules are constructed from a number of membrane envelopes. Two 
membrane sheets are glued together on three sides to form an envelope. The fourth edge is 
attached to a central collection tube, around which one or more envelopes are wound, and 
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the feed flows parallel to the central tube outside the membrane envelope. Material 
permeates into the interior of the membrane envelopes and flows along the spiral, towards 
the central tube. The classic approach to model these systems is to neglect the curvature of 
the channels and to consider flow through two flat spacer-filled channels either side of the 
membrane. Rautenbach and Albrecht (1989) states that this assumption can be justified, 
because the ratio of channel height to the mean module diameter is small. There are 
essentially two types of models developed to describe spiral wound modules: one 
dimensional plug-flow models that assume constant values on either the feed or the 
permeate side of the membrane; and two dimensional models that describe the true cross-
flow nature of the flow. The former category includes the Ohya and Taniguchi (1975) 
model which assumes a constant concentration in the permeate channel. The membrane 
model is then described by an axial mass balance for the feed channel assuming plug-flow. 
More recent two-dimensional models disregard this assumption. Important examples of this 
include the works of Pan (1983), Evangelista and Jonsson (1988), and Ben-Boudinar et al. 
(1992). These models allow concentration and permeation variation in both the axial and 
radial directions, but neglect the component of feed flow in the spiral direction and 
permeate flow in the axial direction. Flow trough the module is then described by the 
solution of two perpendicular one-dimensional balances on either side of the membrane. 
This approach was also implemented in models developed by Rautenbach and Dahm 
(1987) and Rautenbach and Albrecht (1989). Therefore, there are two model complexity 
levels to describe spiral-wound nanofiltration: 
Simple Models 
The simplest way of modelling spiral-wound elements is to consider the element as a flat-
sheet membrane and ignore pressure, velocity and concentration gradients throughout the 
radial and axial dimensions of the element. Therefore, this simple spiral-wound model will 
merely consist in a membrane transport model coupled with the film theory model for 
solution mass transfer. The momentum, velocity and pressure gradients will be zero. 
Complex Models 
When a more detailed description of the transport in spiral-wound elements systems is 
required, the variation of process variables with the axial and radial dimensions of the 
element should be taken into account. 
A considerable number of two-dimensional mathematical models for aqueous nanofiltration 
using spiral-wound elements have been published (Rautenbach and Dahm, 1987; 
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NI, N2 
Permeate Channel 
Ni , N2 
z 
Evangelista and Jonsson, 1988; Chiolle et al. 1978; Boudinar et al. 1992). By analysing the 
details behind published models it is clear that most systems can be accurately described 
with a model obeying the following assumptions: 
1. Negligible diffusive mass transport in comparison to the convective mass transport 
along the main flow direction of the spiral-wound channels. 
2. Plug flow in both permeate and feed channels. 
3. The spiral-wound module is considered to comprise a stack of two flat, spacer-filled 
channels (curvature of the channels is neglected). 
Q fz , u fz , p fz , C .f 
	 NI , N2 
Feed Channel 
Membrane N1' N2  
Q fz+dz ,u fz+dz p fz+dz Cr 
Q
y+dy y+dy y+dy y+dy 
P 	'U  P 	P P 	P 
Q- Flow rate 
u - Fluid velocity 
p - Pressure 
C - Concentration 
Figure 6 : Differential element of the membrane leaf divided into the feed and 
permeate channel showing the input and output flow conditions. 
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From the above assumptions and considering the geometry of the system (Figure 6) the 
differential solute and solvent material and momentum balances can be derived. For the 
feed channel we can write: 
au f (Z5.0 	2N„ (z , and 	
f (z)ACif (z, )1)) 
 = 2 
NI  (z,  y)  
az h f e f 	 aZ 	 h f E f 
for the permeate channel we can write 
a u p (z , y) 
= 
2N,, (z , y) 
and 	  
a(u
P 
 (z, y).c,
P 
 (z, y)) 
= 2  N
I (z ,  y) 
ay 	 h p£ p 	 ay 	 h pe p  
(35),(36) 
(37),(38) 
where h and c represent the height and the porosity of the channel respectively. Moreover, 
to correctly describe the performance of a spiral-wound element, knowledge concerning the 
pressure drop in the feed and permeate channels is essential. Schock and Miguel (1987) 
showed that independently of the type of spacers used in a flat channel, for 
100 < Re < 1000 the pressure drop could be given by: 
a p f (z , y) = 6.23  Re(z, 	puf  (z ,  y)2 
aZ 	2d hf  
and for Re < 100 by: 
a p p (z , y) 	105 Re(z, y) 0.8 pu p (z ,  y)2 
ay 	2dhp 
since this work will be dealing with high concentration solutions of highly rejected specie, 
solution mass transfer will play an important role in the transport. Previously, it was shown 
(Peeva et al., 2004; Silva and Livingston, 2006) that the film theory model could accurately 
predict concentration polarization phenomena for concentrated solutions, once an accurate 
mass transfer coefficient value is determined. Once again the work of Schock and Miguel 
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(39)  
(40)  
(1987) provides us with a correlation able to predict the mass transfer coefficient, for any 
type of spacer-filled flat channel under common cross-flow conditions. 
k(z, y)c 1 hi = 
D12 
0.065 Re(z, y)"75 Sc(z, y)°.25 (41) 
Although the use of these spiral-wound model equations is widespread for aqueous 
nanofiltration systems, there is no literature data on OSN modelling in spiral-wound 
elements. In this thesis the set of equations derived above, will be used to predict 
flux/rejection trends in spiral-wound based OSN. Moreover, the ability to predict spiral-
wound performance using membrane parameters determined in cross-flow flat-sheet 
experiments will be assessed. Finally, the level of spiral-wound model complexity required 
to accurately describe spiral-wound performance will be assessed and the factors 
determining this level will be identified. 
From all the equations present in this literature review there are some fundamental ones that 
will be crucial for the following chapters: For instance, Eq. (11) in section 2.4.1 and Eq. 
(17) in section 2.4.2 will be used in chapter 3, for the study of solvent mixture permeation 
through OSN membranes. In chapter 4 the use of Bowen's pore-flow model (Eq. (29) 
section 2.5.3) and the solution-diffusion model (Eq. (28) section 2.5.2) together with the 
film theory for liquid phase mass transfer (Eq. (34) section 2.6), will be crucial in 
determining the transport mechanism behind the permeation of a partially rejected solute 
through OSN membranes. In chapter 5 Eq. (35) to Eq. (41) were used together with the film 
theory (Eq. (34) section 2.6), to describe the performance of spiral-wound elements. 
Finally, Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) were used in chapter 6, in the development of a new model 
describing solvent permeation through OSN membranes. 
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3. Solvent Transport in Organic Solvent 
Nanofiltration 
3.1 Aim and Scope 
In recent years, solvent stable nanofiltration membranes with molecular weight cut offs 
(MWCOs) ranging from 200 — 1000 g mor' have emerged (White et al., 1993; Linder et al., 
1993; White, 2001). This new generation of organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) 
membranes have been employed in a wide range of applications to full process (White and 
Nitsch, 2000) and lab scale (Raman et al., 1996; Zwijenburg et al., 1999; Luthra et al., 2000 
Luthra et al., 2002; Gosser et al., 1997; De Smet et al., 2001; Nair et al., 2001; Livingston 
et al., 2003; Datta et al., 2003; Krockel and Kragl, 2003; Sheth et al., 2003; Dijkstra et al. 
2002) . Concomitantly, a growing number of publications concerning the transport of 
organic solvents in OSN membranes have appeared (Whu et al., 2000; Bhanushali et al., 
2001; Bhanushali et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2001; Van der Bruggen et al., 2002; White et al., 
2002; Gibbins et al., 2002; Machado et al., 1999; Machado et al., 2000; Peeva et al., 2004; 
Robinson et al., 2004; Stafie et al., 2004; Wijmans and Baker, 1995). This work is dynamic 
and interesting. However, it can be observed that: 
• Much of the data published for OSN membranes has been obtained using dead end 
tests for a short period of time (typically a few hours). There are a few studies over 
longer time periods using cross-flow equipment, which is more representative of 
larger scale processes. White and Nitsch (2000) reported continuous two-month 
tests of a polyimide membrane to separate light hydrocarbon solvent from lube oil 
filtrates at 41 atm and at -10 °C, demonstrating a purity of over 99 % with a steady 
permeate rate. They also reported data for solvent fluxes from a commercial plant 
for 400 days. Although De Smet (2001) and Dijkstra et al. (2002) report OSN 
membranes in continuous cross-flow membrane reactors, they do not report any in 
depth data concerning the transport characteristics of OSN membranes; 
• In the comparison of models with data, it is often not clear how one can use the data 
presented to make predictions, or what methodology should be employed. Mostly 
data is treated by considering trends, for example the relationship between viscosity 
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and flux, and then using this to infer whether one or other transport model is better 
applied to describe membrane transport; 
• There is as yet little available data for mixtures of solvents. These can be interesting 
as solvent mixtures can assist in separating the effects of solvent viscosity and 
membrane-solvent interaction, on the solvent flux. 
In this chapter, continuous cross-flow nanofiltration cells have been used to study the 
performance of STARMEMTM 122 (W.R.Gace and Co) and MPF-50 (Koch Membrane 
Systems) OSN membranes over periods of weeks. The binary systems toluene/methanol 
and toluene/ethyl acetate have been used to investigate transport characteristics of OSN 
membranes and to elucidate the effect of the factors such as solvent viscosity on the solvent 
transport. The effects of membrane history and membrane uniformity on membrane 
performance are reported. Finally, simple versions of the solution-diffusion and pore-flow 
models were applied to predict data (in this work there is a clear distinction between 
"prediction" and "fitting" of data) for solvent mixture fluxes based on the data for pure 
solvents, and propose a methodology for estimating the solvent flux for mixtures. 
3.3 Materials and Methods 
3.3.1 Chemicals 
Three organic solvents, ethyl acetate (EA, HPLC grade), toluene and methanol (analytical 
grade) were used in this study as these solvents are commonly used in the pharmaceutical 
and chemical industries. Tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOABr) with a molecular weight 
of 547 g morl was selected as a marker in this study to check rejection of the membranes. 
Aldrich, UK, supplied all chemicals. 
3.3.2 Membranes 
STARMEMTM 122, an asymmetric OSN membrane with an active layer of polyimide, in a 
"dry" form but with a lube oil soaked into the membrane as a preserving agent, with a 
nominal MWCO of 220 g.mo1-1 (manufacturer's data) was supplied by Membrane 
Extraction Technology Ltd (UK). MPF-50, a composite membrane comprising an active 
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layer of crosslinked polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mounted on a polyacrylonitrile (PAN) 
support (Linder et al., 1993; Vankelecom et al., 2004), was purchased from Koch 
Membrane Systems. MPF-50 has a MWCO of 700 Dalton (manufacturer's data). MPF-50 
was supplied soaked in 50 % ethanol/water. 
3.3.3 Filtration Equipment and Experimental Measurements 
Figure 7 shows the diagram of the cross-flow nanofiltration rig. It consists of four cross-
flow nanofiltration cells connected in series, a solution reservoir, a backpressure regulator, 
and a piston pump. Each cell had a membrane area of 1.4x1(13 m2 and the height of the 
chamber from the surface of the membrane was 50 mm, giving a fluid volume of 7 ml. The 
solution enters the cross flow cell tangentially from the cell wall and exits the cell from the 
top centre, providing turbulent hydrodynamic conditions to minimise the effect of 
concentration polarisation during filtration. The applied pressure was controlled at 30 bar 
using the backpressure regulator and the temperature at 30 ± 0.5 °C using a water bath and 
heat exchanger. When the solution in the rig was swapped, the second solution was used to 
wash the rig at least 4 times to ensure that there were no significant traces of the previous 
solution present in the rig. 
During filtration the solvent flux was obtained by: 
N = 
v 	A.t 
Where v is the sampling volume in the permeate, A the effective membrane area and t the 
sampling time. The rejection was defined as 
C. 
OR, =(1— ')x100% 
V (42)  
(43)  
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Where C p and Cr are the final concentrations in the permeate and retentate respectively. 
Figure 7 : Cross-flow nanofiltration rig. 
3.3.4 Analytical Methods 
Concentrations of TOABr, methanol and toluene were determined using a Perkin-Elmer 
Gas Chromatograph with a flame ionisation detector and a Megabore column 25 m long 
and with 0.23 mm i.d. with BP1 (SGE, Australia) as the stationary phase. The temperature 
programme ran from 80 °C to 300 °C at a rate of 25 °C.min-1, and the column temperature 
was held at 80 and 300 °C for 3 minutes respectively. The coefficient of variation was 5 % 
for 3 independent measurements. Due to losses from evaporation of solvents during 
sampling, the accuracy of the measurement of the fraction of toluene had an error of up to 5 
% of the concentration of toluene present. 
Viscosities of methanol/toluene and ethyl acetate/toluene mixtures were measured by U-
Tube Viscometer (PSL Scientific, UK), respectively. The data is shown in Figures 9 and 
10. All the measurements were conducted at 30 °C. 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Membrane Compaction 
It is important to establish that the order in which the solvent mixture composition is altered 
does not have any lasting effect on the subsequent performance of the membrane, i.e. that 
the membrane flux measured for any solvent mixture is a property only of the membrane 
sample and the solvent mixture, and not of the system history. Figure 8 shows the solvent 
flux profiles when toluene and methanol are swapped for the same membrane discs. It can 
be seen that following initial compaction, toluene and methanol fluxes are stable after a few 
swaps, i.e. 25-30 L.m-2.h-1 for toluene and 60-70 L.m-2.h-1 for methanol. It can be concluded 
that solvent transport in STARMEMTM 122 is not affected by "membrane history" and that 
this membrane has a good uniformity between sample discs. Clearly these are key factors 
for obtaining reliable and repeatable data for the system. 
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Figure 8 : Membrane compaction. 
When starting with new membrane discs in the first test with pure toluene, it usually took 
about 3 days to get a stable solvent flux, and 1-2 days were always needed for stable 
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solvent fluxes in subsequent tests. This means that membrane compaction is a slow process 
and the flux data collected in dead-end cell testing with a limited collection period 
(typically 1-3 hours) may not be reliable for predicting long term performance. It is 
interesting to note that in Runs 3 and 5 toluene fluxes increased rather than typically 
decreased with time until becoming stable. One explanation may be that methanol has a 
stronger interaction with STARMEMTM 122 than toluene. Once the membranes are wetted 
by methanol, the active layer would be saturated with methanol molecules bound to the 
polymer chains. A swap of methanol to toluene requires toluene molecules to wash 
methanol molecules out from the active layer so that toluene can permeate through the 
membrane. Therefore toluene flux may initially increase due to the slow washing away of 
methanol molecules from the active layer. 
3.4.2 Solvent Fluxes 
Tables 8 and 9 show solvent fluxes and TOABr rejections with different solvent 
compositions for methanol/toluene and toluene/ethyl acetate mixtures. 
Table 8 : Solvent fluxes of methanol/toluene mixtures and TOABr rejections at 30 bar and 30 °C 
MPF-50 
Runt Run 2 
Flux, Ltn-2hr-I  Rejection Flux, Lmf 2hr-1  Rejection 
Solution Disc 1 Disc 2 Disc 1 Disc 2 Disc 3 Disc4 Disc3 Disc 4 
Pure methanol - 67.3 51.7 92% 94% 53.7 61.8 >99% >99% 
80 wt % methanol 68.0 46.5 92% 90% 
50 wt % methanol 90.7 68.0 87% 92% 38.2 37.4 >99% >99% 
20 wt % methanol 89.0 74.0 89% 86% 
113.0 79% 83% 47.4 50.9 >99% 99% Pure toluene 	V-132.5 
STARMEMTM 122 
Solution Disc 1 Disc 2 Disc 1 Disc 2 Disc 3 Disc4 Disc3 Disc 4 
Pure methanol - 84.7 85.7 98% 97% 121.0 110.7 >99% >99% 
80 wt % methanol 50.3 52.3 99% >99% 
50 wt % methanol 44.5 45.0 >99% >99% 44.8 42.5 >99% >99% 
20 wt % methanol 	38.5 37.5 >99% >99% 
Pure toluene 	V-29.5 	28.0 >99% >99% 28.9 27.1 >99% >99% 
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Table 9 : Solvent fluxes of ethyl acetate/toluene mixtures and TOABr rejections at 30 bar and 30 °C 
MPF-50 Run 3 Run 4 
Solution 
Flux, LnI 2hr-1 Rejection Flux, Ltn-2hr-i  Rejection 
Disc 5 Disc6 Disc 5 Disc6 Disc 7 Disc8 Disc 7 Disc8 
Pure ethyl acetate - 33.5 40.7 >99% >99% 43.4 32.6 97% 97% 
80 wt % ethyl acetate 32.5 46.4 >99% >99% 
50 wt % ethyl acetate 31.0 41.2 98% 96% 49.8 36.6 95% 96% 
20 wt % ethyl acetate 31.3 36.4 90% 90% 
Pure toluene 	 V 30.5 32.0 91% 93% 56.3 43.3 77% 77% 
STARMEMTM 122 
Solution Disc 5 Disc6 Disc 5 Disc6 Disc 7 Disc8 Disc 7 Disc8 
Pure ethyl acetate - 100.5 92.5 >99% >99% 102.4 101.7 >99% >99% 
80 wt % ethyl acetate 95.9 73.4 >99% >99% 
50 wt % ethyl acetate 65.7 49.6 >99% >99% 54.9 56.4 >99% >99% 
20 wt % ethyl acetate 45.9 33.8 >99% >99% 
Pure toluene 	 V 31.0 22.7 >99% >99% 21.9 22.6 >99% >99% 
The arrows in the tables show that for each run the tests started with pure methanol or ethyl 
acetate and went to pure toluene with a gradually increase in toluene concentration. Since 
STARMEMTM 122 has a preserving agent within the membrane in its dry form and MPF-
50 is supplied in ethanol-water solution, pure methanol was used to pre-condition the 
membrane discs before starting any data collection. The resulting permeate solution was 
thrown away for the first 15-20 minutes then subsequently fed back to the tank. 
For methanol/toluene mixtures, it can be seen that in Run 1 solvent flux increased as 
concentration varied from pure methanol to pure toluene for MPF-50, but decreased for 
STARMEMTM 122. To confirm these results, Run 2 with two pure solvents and a 50/50 
(wt.) mixture was conducted in new membrane discs with the same testing order as Run 1. 
It was found that the solvent profile in Run 2 was very different from that in Run 1 for 
MPF-50. However, the solvent fluxes are comparable between Run 1 and Run 2 for 
STARMEMTM 122, i.e. the solvent flux decreases with increasing toluene concentration. 
As shown in Table 9, MPF-50 did not give repeatable measurements in Runs 3 and 4 for 
toluene/ethyl acetate mixtures either. Van der Bruggen et al (2002) reported that after 10 
days exposure to different organic solvents MPF-50 characteristics significantly changed in 
terms of solvent flux and solute rejections. Scanning electron microscopy images of MPF-
50 membranes were quite different before and after exposure to ethyl acetate. This suggests 
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that membrane history affects solvent transport in this membrane. Even with the same 
membrane history, the solvent fluxes measured for two different discs of MPF-50 could not 
be repeated in this study. 
Solvent flux data in STARMEMTM 122 is also comparable between Runs 3 and 4 for 
toluene/ethyl acetate mixtures, as shown in Table 9. It can be concluded that STARMEMTM  
122 gave stable solvent flux measurements. As the data for MPF-50 was not repeatable, the 
modelling interpretation below will be limited to STARMEMTM 122. 
In order to gain insight into the flux profiles for STARMEMTM 122 membrane solvent-
polymer interaction parameters can be considered. The solvent-polymer interaction 2, was 
described in section 3.3.1 where it is stated that when x is large (>2) the solvent-polymer 
interaction is small, but strong solvent — polymer interactions exist for small values 
(0.5< x <2.0) (Mulder, 1997). The solubility parameters for the solvents and polyimide are 
shown in Table 10. 
Table 10 : Solubility arameters, molar volumes and molecular diameters for the species. 
Item Solubility parameter** 
ovp01/2 
Molar volume 
(cm3 ma') 
Molecular diameter 
(nm)* 
Matrimid 5218 23.2 - 
Lenzing P84 26.8 - - 
Methanol 29.7 41 0.41 
Toluene 18.2 106 0.69 
Ethyl acetate 18.6 98 0.62 
* 	- Van der Bruggen et al. (1999) 
** - Barton (1983) 
For determining the solubility parameter for the STARMEMTM 122 membrane, solubility 
parameter values for typical polyimides used for forming OSN membranes such as Lenzing 
P84 and Matrimid 5218 (White, 2001;White 2002), were calculated, using a group 
contribution method (Barton, 1983). The solubility parameter does not vary significantly 
between these two polyimides. 
Beerlage et al. (1994) reported the swelling ratio for methanol (12.2 wt %), toluene (2.7 wt 
%) and ethyl acetate (2.8 wt %) in Lenzing P84 polyimide. This can be explained by 
solubility parameter difference between the solvent and the polymer. The solubility 
parameter difference of 2.9 (MPa)''2 between methanol and STARMEMTM 122 is much 
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smaller than 8.6 (MPa)112 for toluene and 8.2 (MPa)1/2 ethyl acetate, i.e. a stronger 
methanol-polymer interaction takes place, according to Eq. (3). 
The solvent flux trends in STARMEMTM 122 can be explained by both solution-diffusion 
and pore-flow models. If it is assumed that the transport mechanism is solution-diffusion, 
the key factors are partition and diffusion coefficients. Therefore in the methanol-toluene 
system methanol flux should be much higher than that of toluene due to methanol's higher 
partition (low interaction parameter) and diffusivity (membrane more swollen in methanol) 
in the polymer matrix. For the ethyl acetate-toluene system the solvents have almost 
identical interaction parameters, therefore the controlling factor can only be diffusivity. 
Considering Table 10 it is clear that the molecular diameters of toluene and ethyl acetate 
are similar, and other data suggests that the diffusion coefficients of both solvent molecules 
in organic liquids are similar (Perry and Green, 1998). The shape of the diffusing molecule 
is important and it has been shown (White, 2002) that branched and bulky molecules are 
retarded compared to more linear molecules of equivalent molecular weight — perhaps this 
explains the difference of the permeabilities of these two solvents. 
The pore-flow perspective of membrane transport suggests viscosity as a flux controlling 
factor. However looking at Figures 9 and 10 it is clear that the viscosity changes in both 
systems are too small to justify the big changes in fluxes between solvents. The fact that 
viscosity alone can not correlate the solvent mixture flux for the systems studied in this 
chapter, is in agreement with the observations of Machado et al. (1999), for the permeation 
of acetone-water mixtures through the MPF-50 OSN membrane. 
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Figure 9 : Methanol-toluene mixture viscosity. 
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Figure 10 : Ethyl acetate-toluene mixture viscosity 
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Therefore, some other flux determining factor must be controlling the permeation through 
the membrane. This could be the specific permeability, related to the effective pore 
structure changing from solvent to solvent due to different polymer-solvent interactions and 
swelling of the polymer matrix. From this perspective also, since there is little difference in 
swelling between toluene and ethyl acetate, it is difficult to explain the much higher flux of 
ethyl acetate compared to toluene, since both swell the membrane in approximately the 
same amount. 
TOABr was selected as a marker compound to check for any leaks and/or break up of the 
membrane discs. Its concentration was 1 g.1:1 for all the tests. TOABr rejection is > 97 % 
in STARMEMTM 122 and in the range of 77 % to >99 % in MPF-50 for all the tests 
conducted in this study. This can be attributed to the fact that STARMEMTM 122 has a 
MWCO of 220 g.mo1-1 compared to 700 g.mo1-1 for MPF-50, while TOABr has a molecular 
weight of 547 Dalton. The rejection values lead us to conclude that there were no major 
leaks or membrane failures during the experiments. 
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3.4.3 Predictions of Solution-Diffusion and Pore-Flow Models 
Both solution-diffusion and pore-flow models will be used to analyse the experimental 
solvent flux data shown in Tables 8 and 9. 
For the solution-diffusion model it can be assumed that concentration polarization does not 
exist and the activity coefficients in the permeate and in the retentate are equal for each 
species. Therefore, Eq. (17) for a binary mixture can be simplified as: 
mass 
nt = 
p
Im 	Wtj 
ni 	Vl Ap)) exp( 
nl +n2 	RT (44) 
jap mass 
". 2 	2m 	r' 2f 	 ex 	
V2Apj n2 	 
Where n, is the mass flux and w,. the mass fraction of species i. Mass fraction units are 
used above in Eqs. (44) and (45) instead of the commonly used mole fraction. A molar 
basis for the generalized Stefan-Maxwell equations is not recommended, since mole 
fraction is not a good measure of composition for mixtures of molecules of greatly different 
sizes. It should also be noted that the solvent mixtures are not assumed to be ideal 
solutions; rather it is assumed that the activity coefficients are equal in the permeate and in 
the retentate for each solvent. 
It can be seen that the permeability for each solvent has to be determined if Eqs. (44) and 
(45) are used to predict solvent fluxes. In this study, it is assumed that the permeability for 
each solvent is independent of solvent compositions in the solution. The permeabilities for 
each solvent were determined by using pure solvent flux data, and are shown in Table 11. 
Table 11 : Model parameters. 
Permeabilities 
Item Solution-Di usion 	(kg. 
m 	..5-1 ) 
Solution-Disunion 
( mol. m . IC I ) 
Pore-Flow 
(x10-13 m) 
Methanol 0.481 54056 3.91 
Toluene 0.054 2107 1.32 
Ethyl acetate 0.226 9251 1.62 
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n, 	 +  n2 	RT (45) 
120 
100 - 
80 - 
60 - 
40 - 
20 - 
The toluene permeability is similar to that reported previously by White (2002) - 2803 
mol.m-2.h-1 for toluene in a polyimide (Lenzig P84) nanofiltration membrane, 
corresponding to a mass permeability of 0.072 kg.m-2.s-I. 
Eqs. (44) and (45) were then used to calculate mass flux for each solvent mixture. The 
predicted mass flux for each solvent was converted to give a total volumetric flux by using 
J 
= 	+ 122 	
(46) 
P1 P2 
The comparison of predicted and experimental solvent flux data are shown in Figures 11 
and 12. 
• Experimental Data 
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Figure 11 : Flux of methanol-toluene mixtures at 30 °C and 30 bar. 
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Figure 12 : Flux of ethyl acetate-toluene mixtures at 30 °C and 30 bar. 
It is clear that the model provides a reasonable fit to the experimental data for both systems. 
Two Hagen-Poiseuille models (a one parameter model and a two parameter model) were 
also used to describe the experimental solvent flux data shown in Figures 11 and 12. The 
(cdpore2/ in j Eq. (12) is determined by the physical properties of the /32/r 
membrane. When membrane geometry remains constant, i.e. there is no membrane 
compaction or membrane swelling, this term should be independent of the solvent mixtures 
investigated, and one parameter value should describe fluxes of all solvents. In fact, the 
derived values for this term are very different (Table 11) for pure methanol (3.91 x 10-15  
m), toluene (1.32 x 10-15 m) and ethyl acetate (1.62 x 10-15 m). Nevertheless for the one 
parameter Hagen-Poiseuille model an arithmetic average of these specific pemeabilities 
was taken (2.28 x 10-15 m) and have the viscosity as the only composition dependent 
parameter. For the two parameter Hagen-Poiseuille model, the idea that the physical 
properties of the membrane change with the solvent due to different solvent-polymer 
interactions, i.e. different degrees of swelling, was incorporated. For this two parameter 
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= — v 	77 V—l c 1(m)
[e d poreN
2 Op 
32/r) +F2 2(m)e 
[6. d pore (47) 
1 
Hagen-Poiseuille model, an approximate approach was used to describe the term 
[Ed pore 2 
)
32ly 	
for the solvent mixtures by considering a concentration average of the 
mix 
pure solvent values, i.e. going back to Eq. (10) assuming no viscous selectivity and a linear 
pressure profile inside the membrane the following relation using these two pure solvent 
parameters is obtained to describe the total flux of a binary mixture: 
Together with the viscosities for solvent mixtures shown in Figures 9 and 10, Eq. (47) was 
used to predict solvent flux data. The predicted values using both one parameter and two 
parameter Hagen-Poiseuille models are also shown in Figures 11 and 12. It is clear that the 
one parameter model fits the data poorly, while the two parameter model provides much 
better predictions. The reason for the one parameter Hagen-Poiseuille model predictive 
failure is that the permeability change due to swelling of the polymer matrix is ignored by 
the use of a constant average permeability. Therefore viscosity is clearly not the 
determining factor in the transport. The most appropriate comparison is between the two 
parameter Hagen-Poiseuille model and the solution-diffusion model, since the solution 
diffusion is also effectively a two parameter model (i.e. it uses two permeabilites). It can be 
seen from Figure 11 that solution-diffusion model better predicts solvent fluxes of 
methanol/toluene mixtures than the two parameter Hagen-Poiseuille models, while the two 
parameter Hagen-Poiseuille model gives a slightly better description for solvent fluxes of 
toluene/ethyl acetate mixtures in Figure 12, although there is not much in it. These results 
indicate that the solution-diffusion model gives moderately better results for predicting 
mixtures of solvent fluxes from pure solvent permeability data in STARMEMTM 122 than 
the two parameter Hagen-Poiseuille model. A key factor which might distinguish between 
pore-flow and solution-diffusion transport mechanisms is the degree of solvent separation. 
In the Hagen-Poiseuille approach, no solvent separation is expected, while the solution-
diffusion model predicts, as presented in Figures 13 and 14, a small solvent separation 
through methanol enrichment in the permeate. 
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Figure 13 : Methanol-toluene mixture separation. 
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Figure 14 : Ethyl acetate-toluene mixture separation. 
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Solvent separation has been reported for other solvent mixtures in the literature (White, 
2002; Adam et al., 1983). In this thesis, for methanol/toluene and toluene/ethyl acetate 
mixtures, the measurements showed that the compositions in the permeate are the same, 
within experimental error, as those in the retentate. However, the possibility of solvent 
separation cannot be ignored since the predicted separation is within the experimental error 
of the analytical method used for the measurement. The absence of solvent separation for 
solvent mixtures, where pure solvent components have large permeation differences, was 
also observed by Machado et al. (1999) for the MPF OSN membrane series. 
3.5 Conclusion 
Solvent fluxes for methanol/toluene and ethyl acetate/ toluene mixtures in STARMEMTM  
122 can be well described by the solution-diffusion model. The two parameter Hagen-
Poiseuille model predicts solvent fluxes for toluene/ethyl acetate mixtures in 
STARMEMTM 122, but is not very successful for predictions in methanol/toluene. The 
membrane-solvent interaction is important in the mechanism that governs solvent transport 
in a particular system, although there is no clear explanation for the difference in flux 
between toluene and ethyl acetate. Experimental data shows that the compaction of 
polyimide OSN membranes is a slow process, i.e. occurs over a few days not a few hours, 
and solvent fluxes in STARMEMTM 122 are independent of "membrane-using history". 
The central conclusion is that it is possible to predict solvent fluxes for solvent mixtures 
using pure solvent data. To do this for polyimide membranes, this work recommendation is 
to measure steady fluxes of pure solvents, and use these to determine membrane 
permeabilities. These permeabilities, together with the simple solution-diffusion model 
presented in this work, should be used to make design calculations for solvent mixtures. 
The modelling approach developed in this chapter works relatively well, when describing 
linear (methanol-toluene) and exponential (methanol-ethyl acetate) solvent mixture flux 
trends. Therefore, it should be easily applicable to other membrane-solvent mixture that 
exhibit similar flux behaviour, for instance the acetone-water and acetone-alcohol mixture 
permeation through MPF-50, presented by Machado et al. (1999) or the methanol-ethanol 
mixture permeation through hydrophobic and hydrophilic membranes presented by Geens 
et al. (2005). However, there is some literature data where the solvent mixture flux trend 
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has a parabolic behaviour, passing by a minimum value. Machado et al. (1999) reported 
this type of behaviour for the permeation of acetone-paraffin mixtures through MPF-50, 
and Geens et al. (2005) reported this flux behaviour for the permeation of water-alcohol 
mixtures through a series of hydrophilic membranes. For these systems that present a 
minimum in solvent mixture flux, the models developed in this chapter will not be able to 
give accurate predictions, since the mathematical expressions that form them demand a 
monotonically increases in flux. However, this predictive capability could be extended to 
solvent minima flux systems by introducing concentration dependent permeabilities. 
A general methodology to describe solvent mixture permeation through OSN membranes 
can be defined by two simple steps: 
- Step 1: Obtain experimental pure solvent permeabilities from the slope of the plot 
containing solvent flux vs applied pressure. 
- Step 2: Use the obtained permeabilities in the solution-diffusion model (Eq. (44) 
and Eq. (45)) and predict fluxes for the different concentrations. 
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4. Effect of Solute Concentration and Mass 
Transfer Limitations on Transport in Organic 
Solvent Nanofiltration — Partially Rejected Solute 
4.1 Aim and Scope 
In recent years the possibility of using polymeric organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) 
membranes for non-aqueous separations has been explored for a wide range of applications, 
as the ones described in chapter 3. In the existing publications concerning the fundamental 
mechanisms involved in solute transport through OSN membranes it was observed that: 
• Controversy still exists in relation to whether pore-flow or solution-diffusion 
models should be employed to describe OSN transport. Some authors (White, 
2002; Peeva et al., 2004; Stafie et al., 2004; Wijmans and Baker, 1995; Paul, 
2004; Paul, 1970) suggest that species dissolve in the membrane and 
subsequently diffuse through it, driven by an activity gradient. Others 
(Bhanushali et al., 2002; Machado et al., 2000; Robinson et al., 2004) suggest 
the specie transport is caused by pressure driven viscous flow through nano-
pores. 
• Much of the data published for OSN transport studies has been obtained for 
short duration experiments using dead-end cells, operating in the low specie 
concentration range (< 1 wt.% solute in solvent). In actual applications, solutes 
will usually be more concentrated (> 5wt. %). For instance, in solute lube oil 
dewaxing (White and Nitsch, 2000) the nominal feed composition is around 20 
wt. % of solute. Ideally, a robust OSN transport model should cover all practical 
concentration ranges of species. 
In this study, continuous cross-flow nanofiltration cells have been used to study the flux 
and rejection behaviour of STARMEMTM122 (S-122) and MPF-50 (Koch Membrane 
Systems Ltd.) OSN membranes over periods of several weeks. The binary system 
methanol/dimethyl-methylsuccinate has been used as a model system since it has been 
reported by others as a hydrogenation system (Tang et al., 2003), for which OSN can be 
used for catalyst recycle. This system was used to investigate the transport mechanism in 
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OSN membranes, and to clarify the effect of solute concentration on the flux/rejection 
profiles, for a partially rejected specie (DMMS). The experimental flux and rejection results 
are fitted with solution-diffusion and pore-flow membrane transport models each with a 
single adjustable parameter, coupled with a single adjustable parameter film theory model 
describing concentration polarization phenomena. From the goodness-of-fit and analysis of 
the results, insight will be gained into which idealized model comes closest to describing 
the actual transport phenomena in OSN. The detailed transport models used in this work, 
incorporating a membrane transport model and the film theory model, and using two 
adjustable parameters for each model, are described in Table 12. The main equations in the 
solution-diffusion, film theory and Bowen's pore-flow models are described in chapters 2.4 
to 2.7, and their detailed deduction can be found in Appendix I. 
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Table 12 : Pore-flow and solution-diffusion model mathematical description. 
Solution-Diffusion plus mass transfer 	 Pore-Flow plus mass transfer 
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Parameters: R ,T , N a , n , mw 1 ,mw2,i 7 i ,J 7 2 , Ap , p2m Parameters: R ,T , / s T a , n , mwi , mw2 ,Fi , j72 , Ap ,p2.  
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4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Chemicals 
Two organic solvents methanol (analytical grade) and dimethyl methylsuccinate (DMMS, 
analytical grade) were used in this study. Tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOABr), (MW= 
547 g.mo1-1) was selected as a marker to check for membrane leakage paths (no leakage eas 
observed). All chemicals were obtained from Aldrich, UK. 
4.2.2 Membranes 
S-122, an asymmetric OSN membrane with an active layer of polyimide, in a "dry" form 
but with a lube oil soaked into the membrane as a preserving agent, and with a nominal 
MWCO of 220 g.mo1-1 (manufacturer's data) was supplied by Membrane Extraction 
Technology Ltd (UK). MPF-50, a composite membrane comprising an active layer of 
crosslinked polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mounted on a polyacrylonitrile (PAN) support 
(Linder et al., 1993), was purchased from Koch Membrane Systems. MPF-50 has a MWCO 
of 700 Dalton (manufacturer's data). MPF-50 was supplied soaked in 50% ethanol/water. 
4.2.3 Filtration Equipment and Experimental Measurements 
Cross-flow permeations were performed for several concentrated solutions of DMMS in 
methanol (5-35 wt. %) in order to test the effect of concentration on OSN fluxes and 
rejections. The experiments were conducted at 30 °C and three different pressures were 
tested (20, 25 and 30 bar). 
Figure 7 shows the diagram of the cross-flow nanofiltration rig. It consists of four cross-
flow nanofiltration cells connected in series, a solution reservoir, a backpressure regulator, 
and a piston pump. Each cell had a membrane area of 1.4x10-3 m2 and the height of the 
chamber from the surface of the membrane was 50 mm, giving a fluid volume of 7 ml. At a 
flow rate of 60 L.11-1 the solution enters the cross flow cell tangentially from the cell wall 
and exits the cell from the top centre, providing turbulent hydrodynamic conditions. The 
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applied pressure was controlled using a backpressure regulator and the temperature at 30 ± 
0.5 °C using a water bath and heat exchanger. 
During filtration the solvent flux was obtained by: 
N = V 
A. t 
Where v is the sampling volume in the permeate, A the effective membrane area and t the 
sampling time. The observed rejection was defined as 
C. 
OR, =[1— ..1x100% 
C 
(49) 
Where Co and Co are the concentrations of specie i in the permeate and retentate 
respectively. 
4.2.4 Determination of Cross-Flow Cell Mass Transfer Coefficient 
The cross-flow cell mass transfer coefficient for DMMS was estimated by dissolution of a 
plate of benzoic acid into water at a cross flow rate of 60 	and 30 °C. The benzoic acid 
plate preparation procedure and mass transfer coefficient calculation technique are the same 
as the ones presented by Peeva et al. (2004). 
4.2.5 Analytical Methods 
Concentrations of DMMS were determined using a Perkin-Elmer Gas Chromatograph with 
a flame ionisation detector and an HP1 methyl siloxane column 30 m long 0.35 mm i.d. 
The temperature programme ran from 80 °C to 300 °C at a rate of 25 °C.miril , and the 
column temperature was held at 80 and 300 °C for 3 minutes at the start and finish of the 
temperature programme respectively. The standard error of three independent 
measurements was 2 %. 
(48) 
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Viscosities of methanollDMMS mixtures were measured by U-Tube Viscometer (PSL 
Scientific, UK), respectively. The data is shown in Figure 15, all the measurements were 
conducted at 30 °C. 
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Figure 15 : Methanol-DMMS viscosities at 30 °C. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Membrane Compaction 
As can be seen in Figure 16 concentration changes in the methanol-DMMS solutions were 
performed randomly, in order to minimize any systematic error. 
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Figure 16 : Flux profiles for MPF-50 and S-122 at 30 bar and 30 °C. 
During the experiment the procedure used to exchange from one solution to another was 
performed without stopping the pump. Solutions were diluted or concentrated into the next 
solution, maintaining system pressurization. When permeating solvent mixtures through a 
cross-flow system, significant flux decline over time was observed during several hours for 
the start and restart of experiments (Silva et al., 2005). However, for long operating times 
(greater than a few days), steady state fluxes were achieved. It is interesting to note that for 
extended times of continuous permeation, as presented in this work, the compaction effects 
are negligible and steady fluxes are obtained (Figure 16). Therefore, long term continuous 
pressurization seems to be a requirement for obtaining reliable, time invariant flux and 
rejection data. 
The effect of solute concentration on the flux is quite clear in Figure 16, and is as expected 
from the osmotic pressure dependence on concentration; as solute concentration increases 
the flux decreases. For S-122 even slight changes of concentration are able to produce quite 
significant changes in flux. MPF-50 is not that sensitive to concentration changes. This 
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difference in behaviour can be easily related to the different rejection characteristics of the 
membranes (DMMS rejections by S-122 are approximately three times those for MPF-50). 
4.3.2 Effect of Concentration on Flux 
As expected, the flux decreases with increasing concentration (Figure 17), for both S-122 
and MPF-50. 
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Figure 17 : Experimental and simulated Methanol-DMMS flux profiles for MPF-50 and S-
122 at 30 bar and 30 °C. 
This behaviour is common throughout the OSN literature and it is easily explained by the 
osmotic pressure increase (Stalk et al., 2004) combined with the concentration polarization 
phenomena (Peeva et al., 2004). The higher values of flux for S-122 are due to the greater 
methanol affinity of this membrane when compared with MPF-50. The reported solubility 
parameters for this membranes 026.8 MPau2 for S-122 (Silva et al., 2005) and 14.9-15.6 
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MPa1'2  for PDMS MPF-50 active layer (Stafie et al., 2004)) support this claim since the 
solubility parameter for methanol is 29.7 MPa112. 
Before discussing the fitting results obtained for the two OSN transport models, the 
following should be pointed out: 
• Both solution-diffusion and pore-flow models were used to analyse the 
experimental data. For the solution-diffusion model it was assumed that the solution 
has an ideal behaviour (activity coefficients of unity) and for the pore-flow 
approach the van't Hoff description of osmotic pressure was used (Stafie et al. 
(2004) showed that it could provide reliable results for highly concentrated organic 
solutions). 
• DMMS diffusivities in methanol are based on the Stokes-Einstein relation, for 
which the effective DMMS molecular diameter was determined using Gaussian 3.0 
molecular modelling software. Within Gaussian, the highly accurate ground state 
DFT, B3LY method with a 6-31G+(d,p) basis set was used. The IEFPCM solvation 
method (Frisch et al., 2004) was included in order to account for the solvent 
(methanol) influence on the molecular geometry optimization of the solute. After 
achieving optimized geometry, the effective molecular diameter was calculated 
according to (Van der Bruggen et al., 2000): 
di = 
4 
—
ir 
H + —D (50) 
2 
Where H is the height and D the base diameter, for the smallest cylinder containing 
the molecule (Figure 18). In addition to the precise molecular dimensions used the 
DMMS diffusivity accuracy was increased by incorporating a concentration 
dependent viscosity term. 
• Solvent permeabilies for both membranes were obtained from pure solvent 
experiments, following the same approach as Silva et al. (2005). It was assumed that 
this permeability is independent of solution composition. The permeability values 
are presented in Table 13. 
• The optimal value for the fitting parameters was obtained using the gEXT tool of 
the simulation software gPROMS 2.2.4 (Process Systems Enterprise Ltd., 2002). 
This tool uses a HQP sequential quadratic code to optimize the objective function. 
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The minimized objective function ( f ) included both flux and rejection variables, 
i.e. the obtained fits are overall performance type fits. 
n 
f  = 	( i 	' OR . 	—OR 	)2 	i  + (Nv exp enmental 	simulated — Nvi 	) 
2 
exp erimental 	simulated (51) 
i=1 
The correct functioning of the optimization algorithm is monitored by output 
condition numbers. If the value of the condition number on gEXT output is bigger 
than 1010, variable scaling is introduced in order to achieve proper function 
minimization, the characteristics of this variable scaling are described elsewhere 
(Process Systems Enterprise, 2002). In practice since both OR and N,, ranged from 
0-100 units, no scaling was applied to Eq. (51). It was noticed however that when 
scaling is used it does not significantly alter the fit. 
Figure 18 : Optimized molecular structure for DMMS. 
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Table 13 : Pore-flow and solution-diffusion model parameters for S-122. 
Parameters Transport model 
Determination 
Method 
   
Solution-Diffusion 	 Pore-Flow 
S-122 	MPF-50 S-122 
	
MPF-50 
Molecular 
rt (n) 
	
0.44x10'9 
	
Modelling 
ko ( m.s-1) 8.19x10-6 cob 7.57x10-6 cob 8.33x10-6 cob 8.89x10-6 cob Nonlinear Fitting 
re (m) n/a n/a n/a n/a 9.10x10-1° 7.74x10-1° 2.19x10-9 3.58x10-9 Nonlinear Fitting 
Pi,„, 	(mol.m- 
2.0 0.21 0.10 0.74 1.70 n/a n/a n/a n/a Nonlinear Fitting 
Pure Solvent 
P2 m (a) 17.5 17.5 8.9 8.9 1.06x10-" 1.06x10-11  5.71x10-12 5.71x10-12 Permeation 
a 	- mol.m-2.s-1 for Solution-Diffusion model and m.s I .Pa."1 for Pore-Flow model. 
n/a - not applicable. 
b 	- fixed value set by modeller. 
It is interesting to note that both solution-diffusion and pore-flow models can explain the 
solvent flux dependence on concentration for S-122 and MPF-50, even in the absence of 
solution mass transfer limitations (k0 = co). Analysing the fitting results in detail (Table 
13), it is clear that both solute permeabilities for the solution-diffusion model, and pore 
radius for the pore-flow model, are estimated as physically feasible values in agreement 
with reported literature data (Table 14). 
Table 14 : Literature data on membrane parameters. 
Author 	Membrane Solvent 	Solute 	 Cross-flow 	r P (m) 	 Plm 	 k x10 
(mol.m2.s1) (m.s.1) 
Peeva et 
al. (2004) S-122 	Toluene 	 40-80 
	
0.0007 	1.9 
0.33 M Docosane 
Tarleton 	 9,10-diphenylanthracene 
et al. 	PDMS 
(2004) 	based 	Xylene 	 42 	2-2.5x10-9 
Gibbins 	 octylammoniumbromide 
et al. 
(2002) 	S-122 	Methanol 	 - 	0.6-0.7x109 - 
rate(L.h-1) 
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In addition, the estimated mass transfer coefficients are quite close to those determined 
experimentally (Table 15), and to those reported in the literature for a similar setup (Peeva 
et al., 2004). 
Table 15 : Experimentally determined benzoic acid mass transfer coefficient.  
Compound 	Concentration (mol.dm 3) 	Mass transfer coefficient at 60 L.ff' flow rate x10b (m.s-1) 
Benzoic acid 1.00E-03 	 1.15 
The mass transfer coefficient similarity between different transport models and membranes 
indicates once again transport model feasibility. It appears that the total volumetric flux is 
mainly determined by the solvent permeability, independent of the porous or dense 
characteristics of the membrane barrier. For the systems studied, the solvent permeability is 
much higher than the solute permeability. This high solvent permeability maintains the high 
total volumetric flux, disregarding mass transfer limitations or small solute permeability 
changes. 
4.3.3 Effect of Concentration on Rejection 
In examining the rejection fitting results in Figure 19, the focus will be on the S-122 
results, since MPF-50's rejection data is almost constant, and almost zero, with 
concentration, making it difficult to distinguish between the concentration effect and the 
experimental error associated with the measurements. This is not surprising, given the 
quoted MWCO of 700 g.morl for this membrane. 
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Figure 19 : Experimental and simulated Methanol-DMMS rejection profiles for MPF-50 
and S-122 at 30 bar and 30 °C. 
The S-122 experimental rejection versus concentration profile remains constant in the range 
8-15 wt. % DMMS at around 30 % and then decreases to around 18 % at 33.2 wt. % 
DMMS. This is consistent with the OSN literature data which shows a rejection decrease 
with increasing concentration (Peeva et al., 2004). However, the opposite behaviour was 
also reported for stirred batch dead-end nanofiltration (Whu et al., 2000). It seems that the 
solution mass transfer characteristics of the nanofiltration setup in use are a crucial factor 
determining how rejection profile changes with concentration. To test this statement Figure 
19 shows model predictions in the absence of mass transfer limitations (k0 = oo ), the model 
predictions of rejection for infinite mass transfer coefficient are significantly different from 
the experimental values. 
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Although important, concentration polarization cannot be the only factor determining 
rejection behaviour, since mass transfer coefficients obtained by fitting are similar for both 
pore-flow and solution-diffusion models (Table 13), leading to similar membrane wall 
solute concentrations (Table 16). 
Table 16 : Predicted concentration polarization effect. 
Membranes Transport Model Solvent bulk mass fraction 
0.050 0.075 0.122 0.138 0.155 0.281 0.332 Solute Mass Fraction 
at the Membrane 
S-122 Pore-Flow 0.102 0.143 0.204 0.221 0.238 0.345 0.386 
Surface Solution-Diffusion 0.110 0.143 0.193 0.208 0.223 0.329 0.372 
MPF-50 Pore-Flow 0.056 0.085 0.138 0.155 0.174 0.312 0.365 
Solution-Diffusion 0.061 0.091 0.144 0.161 0.180 0.310 0.360 
In contrast, the model predicted rejections are quite different, the results suggest that for S-
122 solute rejection, the solution-diffusion membrane transport model provides the best fit 
to the data. In addition, it is important to point out that the pore-flow model demands a 
distinction between solvent and solute, and that when this model is applied to the high 
concentration region of a partially rejected solute, where this distinction starts to break 
down, the model fails to predict the experimental results. On the other hand, the solution-
diffusion does not distinguish solute from solvent, and is able to give reasonable 
predictions over the whole concentration range. 
4.3.4 Effect of Pressure on Flux and Rejection 
In the previous section, it was shown that a simple solution-diffusion model, coupled with 
film theory, was capable of describing S-122 flux and rejection data over a broad 
concentration range at 30 °C and 30 bar. To further assess the generality of the models, 
flux/rejection data for different pressures (20 and 25 bar) was collected, and the ability of 
the models to predict the experimental trends was tested using the model parameters 
determined from fitting at 30 °C and 30 bar. 
As expected, the experimental flux decreases with decreasing pressure (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20 : Experimental and simulated S-122 Methanol-DMMS flux profiles at several 
pressures and 30 °C. 
For S-122 both solution-diffusion and pore-flow models predicted this behaviour; actually 
the model predicted trends are very close to the experimental ones for all pressures. This is 
not only an indication of the predictive capabilities of the model, under pressure changes, 
but also indicates that after the effects of compaction are eliminated, the transport model 
parameters (solute permeability for the solution-diffusion model and pore radius for the 
pore-flow model) and the mass transfer coefficient are pressure independent. This is a very 
important point, proving model applicability throughout all pressures. 
Following the previously reported work (Peeva et al., 2004), the experimental rejection 
values decreased with decreasing pressure (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21 : Experimental and simulated S-122 Methanol-DMMS rejection profiles at 
several pressures and 30 °C. 
From the model predicted trends, once again it is clear that the pore-flow model 
overestimates the high concentration rejection values, while for S-122 on the other hand the 
solution-diffusion predictions are quite close to the experimental trends. 
These multi-pressure experiments produced marked changes in the MPF-50 flux, allowing 
transport model testing for this membrane. Figure 22 shows the model predicted results. 
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Figure 22 : Experimental and simulated MPF-50 Methanol-DMMS flux profiles at several 
pressures and 30 °C. 
Both solution-diffusion and pore-flow models gave reasonable predictions for the several 
pressures; however, the solution-diffusion model was more accurate in the low pressure 
high concentration range. Therefore, solution-diffusion seems to be the most plausible 
transport mechanism for MPF-50. This result is in agreement with recent work on the 
physiochemical interpretation of solute transport trough PDMS based membranes (Gevers 
et al., 2006). Yet, the experimental rejection (Figure 23) is again too scattered to derive any 
solid conclusions. 
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Figure 23 : Experimental and simulated MPF-50 Methanol-DMMS rejection profiles at 
several pressures and 30 °C. 
Nevertheless, the solution-diffusion decreasing trends seem to be the best description for 
the experimental MPF-50 rejection profiles. 
4.4 Conclusion 
The rejection profiles for the permeation of concentrated methanol-DMMS solutions in S-
122 and MPF-50 were reasonably described by a mathematical model combining the 
solution-diffusion membrane transport model with the film theory for mass transfer. The 
superior description of rejection by the solution-diffusion approach is probably related to 
the fact that solution-diffusion is indeed a more general model, where a solute-solvent 
distinction is not required. 
S-122 rejection profiles are mainly determined by the mass transfer coefficient value, while 
rejection should not be seen as a constant value, but instead as a variable capable of 
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assuming a broad range of values, depending on the mass transfer characteristics of the 
nanofiltration system in use. 
The flux trends are reasonably predicted by both transport models tested. It seems that the 
flux is mainly determined by the solvent permeability combined with osmotic pressure. 
Previously, solvent mixtures were investigated and the solution-diffusion model was found 
to describe their permeation behaviour (Silva et al., 2005). Highly rejected species, where 
the distinction between solvent and solute is clear, were also investigated and once again 
the solution-diffusion approach gave a good description of the experimental data (Peeva et 
al., 2004). The remaining binary system requiring clarification is that of partially rejected 
species, such as methanol-DMMS mixtures. This has been addressed in the present study, 
and it was concluded that the solution-diffusion model coupled with the film theory for 
solution mass transfer is able to describe quite well the flux and rejection trends for a broad 
range of concentration and pressure, across several OSN systems (solvent mixtures, highly 
rejected solutes, partially rejected solutes). This general predictive capability is achieved by 
the means of three experimentally determined parameters (solvent permeability, solute 
permeability and solute mass transfer coefficient). It is interesting to notice that, contrarily 
to Bhanushali et al. (2002) and Geens et al. (2006) that stress the importance of convective 
flow in the description solute rejection in OSN, for the systems studied in this chapter, a 
purely diffusive solution-diffusion model can accurately describe the results. Moreover, 
contrarily to Gevers et al. (2006), that points out the importance of diffusive coupling, and 
the use of general solution-diffusion models (4 parameter based) involving solute-solvent 
diffusion coefficients to accurately describe solute rejection in OSN. In this work rejection 
was accurately described by the use of a simple solution-diffusion model (2 parameter 
based). This discrepancy between literature findings and the results obtained in this work, it 
is probably explained by the fact that none of the above mentioned authors has accounted 
for liquid phase mass transfer in their studies, this absence of solution mass transfer effects 
when analysing solute transport has probably masked the true nature of solute transport in 
these systems. However, more experimental work should be performed in order to test the 
validity of the previous statements. 
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5. Organic Solvent Nanofiltration (OSN) with Spiral-
Wound Membrane Modules — Highly Rejected 
Solute System 
5.1 Aim and Scope 
With the increasing success of OSN membranes in non-aqueous separations at the 
laboratory scale, it is clear that, in order to establish effective commercial applications, 
OSN membrane modules must be used. Among modules, the spiral-wound element is 
usually preferred for nanofiltration, since it offers a favourable balance between ease of 
operation, fouling control, permeation rate and packing density. However, there is a lack of 
published research on spiral-wound elements used for OSN: 
• Most published work describing spiral-wound nanofiltration refers to aqueous 
systems (Rautenbach and Dahm, 1987; Evangelista and Jonsson, 1988; Chiolle et 
al., 1978; Boudinar et al., 1992; Schock and Miguel, 1987). There is no literature 
data, or reports on modelling OSN using spiral-wound elements. 
• The data covering OSN membrane transport models for highly rejected solutes is 
scarce. Peeva et al. (2004) showed that a modified solution-diffusion model for 
membrane transport coupled to a film theory approach to describe liquid phase mass 
transfer was successful for describing highly rejected solute systems under flat-sheet 
cross-flow conditions. However, no attempt to test model predictions at pilot-plant 
scale has yet been reported. 
• In order to efficiently implement OSN separation processes based on spiral-wound 
elements, an engineering design model would be useful. It is not clear which level 
of model complexity is required to perform accurate modelling when using spiral-
wound element nanofiltration systems. Most of the models presented in the 
literature for aqueous systems have discrepancies between 5 % and 35 % when 
compared with experimental data (Schwinge et al., 2004). However, given the lack 
of a substantial body of accurate experimental data for OSN, and the early stage of 
modelling transport processes in these systems, it seems sensible to start with 
simple models and to advance these, as understanding is improved. 
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In this study, a pilot plant apparatus was used to determine the flux and rejection behaviour 
of a spiral-wound STARMEMTM 122 module. The binary system toluene/TOABr was used 
to investigate the mechanisms that determine solvent flux and solute rejection, by 
establishing comparisons with flat-sheet cross-flow nanofiltration results. The experimental 
flux and rejection for the spiral-wound element was predicted using membrane transport 
parameters obtained from flat-sheet experiments (Peeva et al., 2004). 
Spiral-wound elements were described using two models. A simple model which considers 
uniform pressure and concentration on each side of the membrane (Table 17), and a 
complex model that takes into account radial and axial variation of: pressure, cross-flow 
velocity, and concentration (Table 18). The model equations were derived in the chapter 
2.7. For the membrane transport model, the modified solution-diffusion model proposed by 
Peeva et al. (2004) (Eq. (17) chapter 2.4) was used and to describe solution mass transfer 
phenomena the film theory model (Eq. (34) chapter 2.6) was included. 
Through considering the predictions and the experimental results, insight will be gained 
into the usefulness of flat-sheet data for predictions of spiral-wound element performance, 
and also into what level of model complexity is required to accurately describe OSN using 
spiral-wound elements. 
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Table 17 : Simple spiral-wound model mathematical description. 
Membrane Transport Model 
( 	
c lF(m) 	 CIP(m) 	Ylp(m) exp
( ViApi 
N P = 1 	lm 
P
( 
\.C1F(m) + C 2F(m) 	CIP(m) ± C2  polo YIF(m) 
c 2F(m) 	 c2P(m) 	72 p(m) exp
[ 
RT 
172,Apj\ 
1 
N=  2 	2m 
C1F(m) = (C1F 
C1F(m)V1 ± 
N, = N1V, 
N1 
Ns C1F(m) ± C  2F (m) 
— Clp(m))exP 
C 2F(m)V2 =1  
+ N2V2 
C lP(m) 
N 
k 
+ C 2P(m) r 2F(m) 
+ elp 
RT 
C1 p(m) = , iv v 
C i p(n)Vi ± C2p(m)V2 =1 
OR =1— C IP  
C IF 
Differential Mass/Momentum Balances 
Feed Side Permeate Side 
au f 0 . aU P =0 
aZ 
8(4 f C1 f ) = 0 
dy 
a(u c 	) 
P 	IP 
az 
ap
f = o 
0 
 ay	
= 
ap p = o az 
u f  (o, y) =u fo  
C i f  (0,y) = cif°  
P f (CI, Y) =P fo 
ay 
u p (Z,O) = 0 
aCip (Z,O) 
0 = 
ay 
app (z,o) 
=0 
ay 
pp (z, w) = 0 
Mass Transfer Coefficient Model 
kd h 
f = 0.065Rem5 Sc°15  
D12 
,--, 
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Table 18 : Complex spiral-wound model mathematical description. ... 	. 
Membrane Transport Model 
elF(m) 	 C IP(m) 	rip(m) exp( ViAij N = P i 	lm .: 
LIF(m) ± e 2F (m) 	elP(m) + e2P(m) 71F(m) 
C2F(m) 	 C2P(m) 	72p(m) 
RT ) 
1,721 
) 
ICT2 = P2m 
CIF(m)  ( = (elF 
CIF(m)V + 
gv =gg+R2F2 
eip(m) 
= iv 
,c, 
elP(m)171 + 
OR = 1 — 
N1 
 
( :4 
L'1F(m) + e2F(m) 	e IP(m) 
Ry 
— el p(m) )exp T 
e2F(m)172 = 1 
v 
C2P(m)V2  = 1  
EI
P 
CIF 
exp
( 
± e2P(m) r 2F (m) 	RT 
+Clp  
Differential Mass/Momentum Balances 
Feed Side Permeate Side 
au f 	— 2N, auP 	2R „ = 
dy 	hpe p  
a(ii Pe 'P) 
	
2 N1  = 
az 	h f  6 f  
a(iifelf) 
2 N1  = 
ay 	h e P P 
app 	105 - _0 8 	- 2 Re • 
az h ie f 
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ay 	2d h 	
P 
P 
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aC1p (Z50) 
0 
pii f  
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f = 0.065 ke""cj 0.25 
DI2 
Variable - Indicates that the model variables are functions of axial (z) and radial (y) coordinates. 
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5.2 Materials and methods 
5.2.1 Chemicals 
Toluene (Tennants Distribution Ltd, UK) was used as the solvent. The quaternary 
ammonium salt, tetraoctylammonium bromide (98% purity) was purchased from 
Dishman pharmaceuticals and chemicals limited, UK. 
5.2.2 Membrane Module 
The 2.5"x40" STARMEMTM 122 spiral-wound element was supplied by Membrane 
Extraction Technology Ltd (UK). 
5.2.3 Experimental Procedure 
Pilot plant experiments using spiral-wound elements were performed for several 
concentrated solutions of TOABr in toluene (0-22 wt. %) in order to test the effect of 
concentration on OSN fluxes and rejections. The experiments were conducted at 30 °C 
and three different pressures were tested (10, 20, and 30 bar). The influence of feed flow 
rate on flux and rejection was also tested for the several pressures. 
Figure 24 shows the diagram of the pilot plant nanofiltration rig. It consists of a spiral-
wound nanofiltration element, a solution reservoir (20 L), a diaphragm pump, permeate 
and retentate flow meters, and permeate and retentate pressure transducers. The solution 
enters the spiral wound module at a controlled flow rate and both permeate and retentate 
are re-circulated to the feed tank. The applied pressure, the temperature and the feed 
flow rate were controlled by a programmable logic controller. 
During filtration the solvent flux was obtained by: 
NV  = 74 	 (52) 
Where F is the permeate flow rate red on the digital flowmeter and A the effective 
membrane area. The observed rejection was defined as 
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OR; =[1— 
c
1 C12 X 100% 	 (53) 
Where 	and Cir are the concentrations of specie i in the permeate and in the feed 
respectively. 
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5.2.4 Analytical Methods 
Concentrations of TOABr were determined using a Perkin-Elmer Gas Chromatograph 
with a flame ionisation detector and an HP1 methyl siloxane column 30 m long 0.35 
mm i.d. The temperature programme ran from 80 °C to 300 °C at a rate of 25 °C.min-1, 
and the column temperature was held at 80 °C and 300 °C for 3 minutes at the start 
and finish of the temperature programme respectively. The coefficient of variation 
was 2 % for three independent measurements. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
Analysing the predicted results, it is clear that the membrane transport parameters, 
obtained from flat-sheet experiments, accurately predict the flux trends for OSN using 
spiral-wound elements. Moreover, the correlation used for the mass transfer 
coefficient determination seems to be applicable to the system studied, since the 
model predictions for different solute concentrations fit the experimental values well. 
Before detailed discussion of the modelling results, it is important to notice that: 
• Both levels of modelling complexity were used in order to predict the 
experimental results and access the complexity level required for accurate 
predictions: A simple lumped model, considering uniform conditions 
throughout the membrane (simple spiral-wound model) area and a complex 
2D model (complex spiral-wound model), accounting for changes 
throughout the axial and radial dimensions of the spiral-wound element. 
• All membrane/solution mass transfer model input parameters were obtained 
from Peeva et al. (2004). These include solvent/solute permeabilities, solute 
diffusion coefficient, solution viscosity/density and solution activity 
coefficients (Table 19). The spiral-wound element specifications were 
supplied by the manufacturer and are present in Table 20. 
• The complex spiral-wound model full mathematical description forms a 
system of partial differential algebraic equations (PDAEs) that was solved in 
gPROMS using a centred finite difference scheme (Process Systems 
Enterprise Ltd., 2002). The simple spiral-wound model mathematical 
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description consists in a nonlinear system of equations; this was solved using 
a Newton-Raphson routine implemented by gPROMS. 
Table 19 : Flat-sheet membrane model parameter values. 
Compound 
	
Toluene 	 TOABr 
Diffusion Coefficient (m2. - ')* 
Molar Volume (m3.mo1-1)* 
Membrane Permeability (mol.m-2.s-1)* 
Activity coefficient (-)* 
0.88 x 
766 x 10-6 
3 x 
Y Toluene = —4.1640/u„, +7.29xTohiene YTOABr =1  
* - Peeva et al. (2004) 
Table 20 : Spiral-wound element specifications. 
W (mm) 	L (mm) hp (mm) 	e p (-) dhP (mm) h f  (mm) 	s f (-) dl f  (mm) 
350 	861 	0.80 	0.40 	0.63 	0.70 	0.73 	1.02 
5.3.1 Flux/Rejection Predictions 
Simple spiral-wound model flux predictions (Figure 25) are higher than those for the 
complex spiral-wound model and closer to the experimental values. 
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Figure 25: Simple and complex model predictions for spiral-wound flux of 
toluene/TOABr mixtures at several pressures and 30 °C. 
They are better in this case because the experimental pure solvent permeability for the 
spiral-wound element is higher than the flat-sheet value used for modelling. Simple 
spiral-wound model flux predictions are higher than those of the complex spiral-
wound model, due to the fact that the simple spiral-wound model does not account for 
pressure losses along the module and therefore constant (maximum) pressure is 
present along the whole length, leading to higher flux predictions than in the complex 
model, in which pressure experiences a decrease in the axial direction. For rejection, 
both models predict exactly the same trend, Figure 26. This was expected, since 
TOABr permeability is very low and rejection is throughout close to 100% value. 
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Figure 26 : Simple and complex model predictions for spiral-wound rejection for 
toluene/TOABr mixtures at 30 bar and 30 °C. 
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5.3.2 Stage Cut and Solution Concentration 
The stage cut is defined as: 
Permeate Flow Rate  x 100 	 (53) 
Feed Flow Rate 
Stage cuts in the experiments conducted ranged from1.7 % to 20 %. Importantly, the 
concentration of TOABr increases throughout the length of the element, leading to a 
more viscous solution (see insert plot in Figure 28) and to a decreasing mass transfer 
coefficient in the axial flow direction. 
5.3.3 Mass Transfer 
As expected, a flux decrease with increasing concentration was observed (Figure 25). 
This is a common behaviour encountered in the OSN literature and is explained by the 
increase in osmotic pressure (Peeva et al., 2004; Stafie et al., 2004), maximized by the 
rejected species' induced concentration polarization phenomena (Silva and 
Livingston, 2006).Mass transfer limitation on the flux is significant in this system at 
concentrations above 10 wt % TOABr (Figure 27). 
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Figure 27 : Spiral-wound flux of toluene/TOABr mixtures for several feed flow rates, 
at 30 bar and 30 °C. 
However, since equipment limitations restricted flow rates to above 200 L.111 , the 
effect is not very pronounced until high TOABr mass fractions. The predicted feed 
channel mass transfer coefficient (from the complex model) variation along the spiral-
wound element length, for a 225 L.h.1 flow rate, is presented in Figure 28. A linear 
decrease is predicted, but, this change is relatively small, and does not significantly 
affect flux or rejection. Therefore, the simple spiral-wound model assumption of a 
constant mass transfer coefficient is a good approximation, for systems with 
sufficiently high feed flow rates. 
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Figure 28 : Feed channel's mass transfer coefficient, at 30 bar, 30 °C, 225 L.1-11 feed 
flow rate and 20 % TOABr mass fraction. 
5.3.4 Pressure Drop 
Pressure drop through the module is a crucial factor determining the model 
complexity required to simulate OSN in spiral-wound elements. Experimental feed 
channel pressure drop values are below the predicted ones (Figure 29) in particular for 
high pressure/high permeating flux systems. The similarity between complex spiral-
wound model and simple spiral-wound model predictions is also an indication that the 
feed channel pressure drop throughout the spiral-wound element length should not be 
significant. Figure 29 not only confirms the low pressure drop values in this system 
but also shows a good agreement between experimental and model predicted feed 
channel's pressure drop values, proving the applicability of Schock and Miguel 
(1987) pressure drop correlation to this system. 
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Figure 29 : Spiral-wound pressure drop at 30 °C, 550 L.111 feed flow rate and 20 % 
TOABr mass fraction. 
According to the complex spiral-wound model predictions, the permeate channel 
pressure drop is negligible, being always below 0.02 bar. Therefore, permeate channel 
pressure drop should not be a significant factor in determining the transport through 
the OSN spiral-wound element system presented in this study. 
Although in the system tested the pressure drop values are negligible, it can be 
observed in Figure 30 an approximately linear relationship between the feed channel 
pressure drop value and the number of spiral-wound modules packed in series. 
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1 module 	3 modules 	5 modules 
Number of Spiral-Wound Modules 
Figure 30 : Predicted spiral-wound pressure drop at 30 °C, 550 L.h-1 feed flow rate 
and 20 % TOABr mass fraction. 
Therefore, in industrial applications where large membrane areas are required, 
pressure drop might become a really important issue. For instance, for five spiral-
wound elements arranged in series, the feed channel pressure drop has a value of 
approximately 10 bar. Such a high pressure drop value would lead to a considerable 
reduction in the flux, in this case the simple spiral-wound model constant pressure 
assumption would be less accurate and only the complex spiral-wound model would 
be able to give reasonable flux predictions for such a system, as it can be seen in 1 and 
2 of Figure 31. 
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Figure 31 : Predicted spiral-wound fluxes at 30 °C, 30 bar, 550 L.h-I feed flow rate 
and 20 % TOABr mass fraction. 
However, assuming that the feed channel pressure drop in our experimental system is 
known, and approximately 10 bar (complex spiral-wound model prediction), the 
simple spiral-wound model can still be used, to perform accurate predictions, as long 
as the arithmetic average of trans membrane pressure difference (25 bar) is used 
instead of the feed side pressure value (30 bar). As can be observed in 3 of Figure 31, 
when using this approach complex spiral-wound model values and simple spiral-
wound model values differ by less than 15 %. 
5.4 Conclusion 
The flux/rejection profiles for the permeation of highly concentrated solutions of 
TOABr in toluene were reasonably predicted by using flat-sheet membrane transport 
parameters. Both complex (Table 18) and simple spiral-wound models (Table 17) 
gave an accurate description of the experimental results. However, the simple spiral- 
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wound model gave slightly better predictions due to the negligible pressure drop 
assumption and the consequently higher flux predictions generated when considering 
one single maximum pressure over the whole membrane area. Moreover, although the 
simple spiral-wound model predictions worked quite well for the system under study, 
where both pressure and mass transfer coefficient constancy were verified, the 
pressure drop predictions indicate that such a simple model would not give accurate 
predictions when the number of spiral wound elements starts to increase, due to the 
significantly higher pressure drop values generated in such systems. However, even in 
this case an improved simple spiral-wound model that makes use of the experimental 
pressure drop value is still able to provide reasonably accurate results. As general 
lesson from this modelling work, it is clear that for spiral-wound module systems, 
with high feed side pressures and reasonably high solvent permeation flux, neglecting 
the pressure drop and the decrease in the mass transfer coefficient along the module is 
a good assumption. Therefore, for such systems a simple spiral-wound model will be 
able to accurately describe the results. On the other hand, spiral-wound systems with 
low feed side pressures and low solvent permeation flux are likely to present high 
pressure drop values and significant mass transfer coefficient decrease along the 
module. In this case the simple spiral-wound model assumptions will not be verified 
and a complex spiral-wound model should be employed to model such type of 
systems. 
Although, the membrane transport model used in this work was the solution-diffusion 
model, Bowen's pore flow model of membrane transport, Eq. (29), could also have 
been employed. As long as flat-sheet experiments were performed in order to 
determine the membrane pore radius, rp Eq. (29). However, as it was seen in chapter 4 
this model is likely to perform poorly in the high solute concentration zone, where the 
solute-solvent distinction starts to vanish. 
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6. New Approach to Organic Solvent 
Nanofiltration (OSN) Modelling 
6.1 Aim and Scope 
The broad applicability of semi-empirical models developed to describe solvent 
permeability through OSN membranes (chapter 2.4) seems to indicate that solvent 
flux depends on viscosity, molecular size and the difference in surface tension 
between the membrane and the solvent. This work is quite interesting; however it is 
important to notice that: 
• A weakness of these semi-empirical models is the absence of predictive power 
caused by the lack of physical interpretation of fitting parameters. 
Furthermore, in comparison of models with data, it is often not clear how one 
can use the data presented to make predictions. 
• Although the major solvent/membrane properties affecting transport have been 
found, there are few attempts on trying to identify the reasons why a 
determined property is important to transport. It would be interesting to 
perform experiments able to independently measure the influence of a certain 
physical property on the thermodynamic transport parameters or to 
construct/analyse physically meaningful transport models. 
In this work, a complete deterministic physically meaningful model able to predict 
solvent flux through OSN membranes is derived. The elaboration of the model is 
based on literature data about the influence of different membrane/solvent properties 
on the transport trough OSN membranes and the predictive power of the model will 
be tested on cross-flow experimental data for the permeation of ethanol, ethyl acetate, 
methanol, toluene and water through the commercially available OSN membrane 
STARMEMTM 122. 
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6.2 Model Derivation 
Most of the work presented in modelling solvent nanofiltration deals with rubbery 
polymers; however the most promising polymers for OSN applications, due to their 
chemical stability and temperature resistance are the glassy ones. There are distinctive 
property differences between these different types of polymers: rubbery polymers are 
in a thermodynamic equilibrium liquid state where their sorption properties obey 
Henry's law of dissolution. On the other hand, glassy polymers are typically 
encountered in a non-equilibrium state containing two phases; a liquid one presenting 
Henry's type dissolution of species and a solid one presenting Langmuir's type 
sorption in the microvoids that form her. This well known dual-sorption model 
(Barrer et al., 1958; Michaels et al., 1963; Vieth et al., 1966) can be expressed by: 
C = C D +CH = K Da +  Hka 
1+ ka 
(54) 
Where C is the total specie concentration in the polymer, C D the Henry sorption 
specie concentration, K D the Henry's law coefficient, k the Langmuir hole affinity 
parameter, CH.  the Langmuir capacity parameter, and a the specie activity in solution. 
Over the pass three decades this dual sorption model was successfully used to 
describe the sorption of gas molecules by glassy polymers. In this study there is an 
intention to demonstrate that this model holds the key for a generalized transport 
model in solvent permeation through OSN membranes. In rubbery membranes CH is 
zero, therefore there is a linear (Henry's law type) relation between specie activity in 
solution and specie activity in the membrane, also, in such type of membranes with 
liquid type behaviour no pressure gradient can exist. Putting these statements together 
with Fick's law of transport the solution-diffusion model of membrane transport can 
be derived (Wijmans and Baker, 1995): 
N1 = 	"'" `[.xif xo, exp [ VI 	AP )) 
RT (55) 
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Where Ci is the total concentration inside the membrane, D,m the specie diffusion 
coefficient inside the polymeric phase, Ki the specie's partition coefficient and 17;  
the specie's partial molar volume. 
This model has been widely used by Paul in the seventies (Paul and Ebra-Lima, 1970) 
and proved to correctly describe the transport of organic solvents through rubbery 
type membranes, where the most important parameters describing the flux were 
solvent viscosity, molar volume and membrane swelling. 
On the other hand for glassy polymers, as the polymer glass transition temperature 
(Tg ) increases, the non-equilibrium excess free volume (microvoids) increases. It is 
reasonable to assume that for glassy polymers with high Tg the sorption process is 
dominated by the Langmuir regime. In fact this has been proven for gas permeation in 
high Tg polymers (Kanehashi and Nagai, 2005): 
C ka C =CH = 
l+ka 
(56) 
In this work polyimide based commercial membranes, known for their high Tg are 
used, therefore Eq. (56) seems a good approximation. 
It is clear that if a predictive permeation model, based on Eq. (56), is to be derived, 
relations between the sorption parameters C k and the membrane/solvent properties 
must be found. 
C H  is proportional to the fractional unrelaxed volume of the glassy state (Barbari et 
al., 1998). Since this value changes with the different permeating solvent 
characteristics: being higher for high interacting solvents and lower for low 
interacting solvents. Therefore, a good approximation for CH is to set it directly 
proportional to the swelling degree of the membrane, for a specific solvent: 
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= bSW; 	 (57) 
Where CH, is the Langmuir capacity parameter for the solvent i , SW is the 
membrane swelling in the presence of solvent i , and b a proportionality constant. 
k represents the ability for a penetrant molecule to cross the polymer-solvent interface 
and sorb into the microvoids of the polymer phase. Using the same approach as the 
one developed for sorption of gases in liquids (Uhligh, 1937), the assumption that the 
energetic barrier for the sorbing molecule will be mainly determined by the solvent-
polymer interface breaking was made. Therefore, for a mole of spherical molecules of 
radius r to enter the polymer, a cavity in the interface will be produced, the energy of 
this cavity is given by: 
Au = Nanr2o.sE 
	
(58) 
Where Na is the Avogadro number and cra is the solid-liquid surface tension. On the 
equilibrium (Uhligh, 1937): 
Au = —RT ln(k) 	 (59) 
From the Young equation (section 2.3.2): 
CT 	= CT - Cr COS SL 	SG 	LG 
	
(60) 
Where crsG is the solid-gas surface tension and 6LG is the liquid-gas surface tension. 
Therefore, for a liquid wetting the whole membrane surface area, the Langmuir 
affinity parameter can be given by: 
k = exp(—  Na;zr 2  ( 	- Cr SV 	
LV 
RT 
By now, a fully predictive solvent sorption model that only requires the membrane 
solid-vapour surface tension determination was built. 
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(61) 
Determination of solid surface tensions it is not a trivial matter and several methods 
have been proposed in the literature. In this work the method proposed by Fowkes 
(1964), Owens and Wendt (1969) was adopted (section 2.3.2): 
(et_ 
d  
L V 4_ o_LV VA1 + cos 0) = 2Vor LVo_dSV 2V P
oLV o_SV 
\"   
By measuring the contact angles of two different liquids on the membrane surface the 
membrane's surface tension value can be obtained. 
A sorption model formed by Eqs. (56), (57), (61) and Eq. (62) was derived, however 
in constructing a predictive transport model, a mechanism for solvent transport 
through the membrane must be included. Since the permeation in glassy membranes is 
dominated by sorption and diffusion through rigid nano-sized microvoids, the 
transport mechanism should be analogous to the transport through zeolite membranes 
(Krishna and Wesselingh, 1997) therefore, from the Maxwell-Stefan equations and 
adopting the glassy membrane formalism, the transport equation can be written as: 
= ppC H. Disv dOi 
1—O f dz 
Where AT1 is the molar flux, p p the polymer density Oi the fraction of microvoids 
occupied by the penetrant i and D, is the solvent Maxwell-Stefan diffusivity, for 
zeolites this diffusivity should be dependent on the self-diffusivity of the solvent, the 
loading and solvent-membrane interactions (Krishna and Wesselingh, 1997). For 
glassy polymers it will be assumed that the membrane-solvent interactions are mostly 
important in determining the sorption behaviour, therefore, their influence in the 
diffusion coefficient will be neglected and due to the low values of sorption in this 
type of membranes the Maxwell-Stefan diffusivity of the solvent will be 
approximated by the self-diffusivity of the solvent: 
RT 
Dw ~ L'io Na 6'z 
(64) 
Substituting Eqs. (57), (61) and (64) in Eq. (63) and integrating under the boundary 
conditions of Figure 32. 
(62)  
(63)  
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Figure 32 : Gradients across the membrane plus transport model and 
sorption model equations. 
A sorption-diffusion predictive model for OSN solvent transport is obtained. For a 
pure solvent it will be given by: 
N. =
SW
`
D
I.° 	 In 
ieff  
( 
eV  
(k- +1) 1 
—
1
+ e(-',÷P) 
k 
(65) 
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The justification for the use of these boundary conditions results from the fact that 
transport through nanosized microvoids must be purely diffusive. 
In this work the predictive power of this model will be tested against experimental 
solvent permeation data. Most of the parameters in Eq. (65) related to solvent 
properties could be found in the literature (Weast, 1970; Daubert and Danner, 1989; 
Kirk and Othmer, 1984; McClellan, 1989), with exception of the molecular radius that 
was determined using molecular modelling software. Membrane solid-vapour surface 
tension was determined by the sessile-drop contact angle measurement of 
diiodomethane and water on the membrane surface. Membrane swelling was 
determined using dynamic vapour sorption (DVS) on a dense polymer film prepared 
from polyimide P84 (a polymer having very similar properties to the material that 
constitutes the commercial membrane STARMEMTM 122). Finally, the membrane 
effective thickness (lei ) was determined by fitting the experimental value for the flux 
of one of the solvents (methanol was chosen since it is a widely used test solvent for 
this membrane). The value obtained was then used to predict the flux of all the other 
tested solvents. 
6.3 Materials and Methods 
6.3.1 Chemicals 
Four organic solvents, toluene, ethyl acetate, methanol, ethanol (analytical grade) 
were used in this study as these are commonly used in the pharmaceutical and 
chemical industries. The solvents were obtained from Aldrich, UK. High purity water 
was also tested for comparison. Table 1 lists the physical properties of the solvents 
used in this work. 
For preparing dense polymer films analytical grade N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) 
was used, dioxane and Lenzing P84 co-polyimide polymer. The solvents were 
obtained from Aldrich, UK and the polymer from HP polymers GmbH, Austria. 
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For the contact angle experiments deionised water, and diiodomethane (> 99 %, Acros 
Organics) were used as probe liquids. 
Table 21: Physical properties of the solvents used in permeation experiments. 
Properties* Toluene Ethyl acetate Methanol Ethanol Water 
Molar 	volume 
(m3.mo1-1)x 106 
106.00 98.23 40.46 58.39 18.00 
Density (g.cm3) 0.87 0.90 0.79 0.79 1 
Molecular 	weight 
(g.mo1-1) 
92.14 88.11 32.04 46.07 18.00 
Viscosity (cP) 0.56 0.43 0.54 1.08 1 
Surface 	Tension 
(dyn.cm') 
27.9 23.75 22.60 23.3 72.8 
Dielectric constant 2.40 6.02 32.6 24.53 78.2 
(C2.1\1-1.m-2) 
Dipolar 	moment 0.32 1.68 2.92 3.01 3.11 
(D) 
- Weast (1970); Kirk and Othmer (1984); Daubert and Danner (1989); McClellan (1989) 
6.3.2 Membrane 
STARMEMTM 122 is an asymmetric OSN membrane with an active layer of 
polyimide and a nominal MWCO of 220 g.mo1.1 (manufacturer's data). It was 
supplied by Membrane Extraction Technology Ltd. (UK) in a "dry" form but 
containing lube oil as a preserving agent. Table 22 lists the physical properties of the 
membrane used in this study. 
Table 22: STARMEMTM 122 properties. 
Manufacturer 	MWCO 	Nature 	 Dielectric constant (C2./%1-1.m-2) 	Tg (° C) 
W.R. Grace 	220 	Hydrophobic 	3.5 	 315 
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6.3.3 Contact Angle Measurements 
Sessile-drop contact angles were obtained with a Kruss drop shape analyzer (DSA 10, 
Kriiss GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). Initial drops of about 5 ,uL were dispensed onto 
the solid surface. By use of a motor-driven syringe, the test liquid was added onto the 
droplet, allowing the advancing contact angles to be obtained. The needle remained 
immersed within the top half of the droplet, and the advancing contact angles were 
determined with a slowly advancing wetting line. The droplet was monitored with a 
CCD camera and analyzed by Drop Shape Analysis software (DSA version 1.0, 
Kress). The droplet contour was fitted by the tangent method 
(function f (x) = a + bx + cx" + d / in x + e / x2 ) at both the left and right sides of the 
drop. The function is differentiated and the slope at the three phase contact point gives 
the contact angle. At least 7 contact angle measurements were taken for each liquid. 
Measurements were obtained in the open air at ambient conditions (T = 20 ± 2° C ). 
Although slip/stick behaviour is often reported for contact angle measurements with 
diiodomethane, this behaviour was not significant in this study. In cases when it was 
observed, these data were not included in the analysis reported. Table 23 contains the 
contact angles for diiodomethane and water in the tested films and Table 24 gives us 
the calculated solid-vapour surface tension values. It is interesting to notice that the 
P84 surface tension values are very similar to the ones obtained for STARMEMTM  
122. This indicates that polyimide P84 is a good approximation of the polymer 
material that constitutes the commercial OSN membrane STARMEMTM 122. 
Table 23: Contact angles. 
Contact angles (°) 
Solvent P84 dense film STARMEMTM 122 
Diiodomethane 20 18 
Water 77 77 
Table 24: Solid-vapour surface tensions. 
Properties P84 dense Film STARMEMTM 122 
c  sv (mj.m_2)  50.80 51.20 
cdsv (tnj.m 2)  
47.80 48.30 
o_sv (nj.m.2)  
2.97 2.90 
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6.3.4 Polymer Film Preparation 
Dense polymer films were fabricated by using a 22 wt. % polymer 21 wt. % dioxane 
and 57 wt. % DMF casting solution. The polymer was fully dissolved in DMF and 
dioxane, by mixing for 24 h, and then the solution was poured onto a levelled glass 
plate. The solvent was slowly evaporated and the resultant film was dried under 
vacuum with temperature gradually increased to 250 °C at a rate of 10 °C/20 min and 
held there for 24 h to remove the residual solvents. These polymer films were used to 
in the sorption measurements. 
6.3.5 Filtration Experiments 
Cross-flow permeations were performed for the solvents listed in Table 21 in order to 
test the predictive power of the model derived in this work. The experiments were 
conducted at 30 °C and 30 bar pressure. Figure 7 shows the diagram of the cross-flow 
nanofiltration rig. It consists of four cross-flow nanofiltration cells connected in 
series, a solution reservoir, a backpressure regulator, and a piston pump. Each cell had 
a membrane area of 1.4x10-3 m2 and the height of the chamber from the surface of the 
membrane was 5 mm, giving a fluid volume of 7 ml. At a flow rate of 60 L.h-1  the 
solution enters the cross-flow cell tangentially from the cell wall and exits the cell 
from the top centre, providing turbulent hydrodynamic conditions. The applied 
pressure was controlled using a backpressure regulator and the temperature at 30±0.5 
°C using a water bath and heat exchanger. During filtration the solvent flux was 
obtained by: 
V N = — 	 (66) v Al 
Where V is the sampling volume in the permeate, A the effective membrane area and t 
is the sampling time. 
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6.4 Results and Discussion 
6.4.1 Pure Solvent Model Predictions 
To predict solvent flux using the proposed model; solvent viscosity, solvent molar 
volume, solvent liquid-vapour surface tension, solvent molecular radius, membrane 
density, membrane glass transition temperature, membrane solid-vapour surface 
tension and membrane effective thickness are required. All these parameters with 
exception of the last one can be determined from independent measurements: 
• Data on the solvent molar volumes, liquid-vapour surface tensions and 
viscosities are available in the literature (Table 21). To calculate solvent 
molecular radius Gaussian 3.0 molecular modelling software was used (within 
Gaussian, the ground state DFT, B3LY method with a 6-31G+ (d, p) basis set 
was used (Frisch et al., 2004)). Drawings of the optimized molecular 
structures obtained (Figure 33) and the corresponding molecular dimensions 
were determined (Table 25). 
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Figure 33 : Solvent molecules with the preferred dipole orientation near membrane-solvent interface. 
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Table 25: Molecular dimensions determined by molecular modelling. 
Solvent D (A) H(A) Minimum Radius(A) Orthogonal Projecion Radius(A) 
Toluene 6.66 8.17 3.33 3.87 
Ethyl acetate 5.60 8.96 2.80 5.28 
Methanol 4.13 4.61 2.06 2.96 
Ethanol 4.98 6.05 2.49 3.90 
Water 3.29 3.96 1.65 1.65 
• Membrane swelling for the different solvents was obtained by performing 
DVS on dense P84 polyimide films (Figure 34). For the model derived in this 
work, the liquid phase swelling values are required, these were obtained by 
extrapolating the vapour sorption isotherms to the saturation pressure value 
(P/P0=1), where thermodynamically we should have a liquid phase (Table 26). 
Figure 34 : Sorption isotherms in polyimide P84 at 30 °C. 
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Table 26 : Solvent swelling for P84 nolvimide. 
Solvent Degree of Swelling (%) 
Toluene 0.53 
Ethyl acetate 11.44 
Methanol 8.33 
Ethanol 12.35 
Water 6.57 
• For the effective membrane thickness, reflecting the equilibrium compaction 
thickness, porosity and tortuosity of the nanovoid layer, one single 
experimental solvent flux is required to obtain it. However, after obtaining a 
value for one solvent, this value can be used to predict the flux of all the other 
solvents, assuming that at the low sorption levels, characteristic of the glassy 
membrane used, there is no significant change of the membrane's nanovoid 
structure, with the change of solvent. In this study pure methanol flux was 
used to determine the effective membrane thickness, due to the high 
reproducibility of flux values for a series of experiments performed with 
different membrane batches. 
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M Experimental Flux 
I-1 Simulated Flux 
I I 
In the first attempt to predict solvent fluxes, the smallest possible molecular radius 
was used for each molecule (Table 25). This choice was based in the belief that at the 
interface the molecules should adopt the orientation that leads to minimal interface 
breaking energy. Using this approach and methanol as the model calibration solvent a 
value of /cif =34 nm was obtained. Before discussing the predicted results in detail, it 
is interesting to notice that all model parameters and all predicted flux values are 
physically meaningful. In general, the predicted flux values are in agreement with the 
experimental ones (Figure 35), With the exception of toluene and ethyl acetate. 
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Figure 35 : Solvent flux predictions using the minimum molecular radius. 
Experimentally, toluene flux is much higher and ethyl acetate flux is lower. In an 
attempt to improve model predictions and in the belief that the model requires more 
membrane/solvent information to be able to predict all solvent flux values, the work 
of Geens et al. (2006) where it was suggested that polarity is a crucial parameter in 
OSN permeation, was analysed. In the pursuit of an extra membrane/solvent 
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parameter able to improve the predictive capabilities of the model, having in mind 
that this extra descriptor might be related to, solvent polarity, solvent dielectric 
constant or dipole orientation of the solvent molecule, an interesting expression, 
reflecting the influence of all the possible factors, was found (Teixeira and telo da 
Gama, 2002): 
2( 
 
E_ 	P ke2 -s1 )(1 + COS  2 
(0)) 
1661 (62 ± el )Z3 
(67) 
This expression gives us the energy required to place a dipole of strength p at a 
distance z > 0 from a sharp interface at z = 0 separating two mediums of dielectric 
constants sl and s2 .0 is the dipole angle with the normal. It is easy to show that the 
preferred orientation of the dipole is perpendicular to the interface if it is located in 
the medium of smaller permittivity or parallel to the interface if it is located in a 
medium with larger permittivity (Teixeira and telo da Gama, 2002). Knowing the 
membrane dielectric constant (Table 22) and calculating the solvent dipole moment 
vector using Gaussian 3.0 molecular modelling software (Frisch et al., 2004), the 
preferred dipole orientation near membrane solvent interface was determined (Figure 
33). Then there was an attempt to use the radius derived from the orthogonal 
projection of the molecules into the membrane surface (Table 25), for rp in the 
model, Eq. (29), and it was found that the model predicted values were much worse 
(Figure 36). 
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Figure 36 : Solvent flux predictions using the orthogonal projection molecular radius. 
Therefore, it seems more likely that molecule orientation at the interface is determined 
by minimal interface breaking energy instead of by dipole moment alignment. 
Moreover, the explanation for the low flux value predicted by the model, for toluene 
(Figure 35) probably lies in the very low swelling value obtained for this solvent. 
Searching the literature for P84 swelling data in toluene it was found a reported 2.7 
wt. % value for P84 swelling in liquid toluene (Beerlage, 1994). This value is five 
times higher than the value obtained with DVS. Actually, if this value was used 
instead of the one obtained by DVS, the predicted toluene flux would be very close to 
the experimental value (21.1 L.m2.11-1). For the high ethyl acetate flux predicted by the 
model the explanation may also lie in the difference between the DVS determined P84 
swelling value and the P84-liquid ethyl acetate true swelling value since Beerlage 
(1994) also reported a very different value for P84 swelling in liquid ethyl acetate (2.8 
wt. %). In this work the DVS technique was chosen to determine solvent swelling 
because this method is more accurate than the common polymer immersion in liquid 
technique. However, it is important to point out the literature data reporting 
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differences between vapour-polymer and liquid-polymer swelling behaviour (a 
phenomena known as Schroeder's paradox (Vallieres, et al. 2006)). These differences 
might have reduced the model predictive power for some of the solvents tested. 
Moreover, being swelling a crucial factor determining the solvent flux predictions, for 
a broader implementation of the model, derived in this work, in OSN, it is necessary 
to develop accurate liquid-polymer swelling determination techniques. 
Although the model cannot be used to predict other literature data concerning solvent 
permeation through OSN membranes, since, in order to do so, it would be required 
swelling data for the different membrane films used. Looking at Geens et al. (2005), 
where different OSN membranes were tested with water, methanol and ethanol binary 
mixtures, it can observed that the N3OF membrane has a solid-vapour surface tension 
value close to the one determined for STARMEMTM 122. Assuming that this similar 
surface tension also implies similar sorption behaviour the methanol, ethanol and 
water flux trends predicted by our model, Figure 35 (methanol flux = 1.49 ethanol 
flux = 2.43 water flux) should be similar to the one presented in the previously 
mentioned paper (methanol flux = 1.42 ethanol flux = 3.8 water flux). In fact they are, 
indicating a successful application of the model to other OSN systems present in the 
literature. Moreover, it is interesting to note that performing a sensitivity analysis to 
the model proposed in this work a very similar behaviour to the model proposed by 
Geen et al. (2006) is observed, indicating that the successful semi-empirical approach 
of this author might have a physical meaningful explanation given by the model 
derived in this thesis. 
6.4.2 Solvent Mixtures Model Predictions 
The sorption-diffusion model developed in this work can be extended to predictions 
of solvent mixture flux. In order to do so, solvent mixture activity, surface tension, 
and viscosity are required. 
Using the modified UNIFAC for solution activity (Larsen et al., 1987), a Wilson 
based model for surface tension of solvent mixtures (Chunxi et al., 2000) and the 
experimental data for the viscosity of methanol-toluene mixtures (Silva et al., 2005) 
the predictions of the model for the system methanol-toluene are given in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37 : Model predictions for methanol-toluene mixture permeation through 
STARMEMTM 122 at 30 °C and 30 bar. 
Model predictions are relatively good for a single fitting parameter model. It is clear 
that a flux minimum is predicted by the model, for a 0.5 toluene mole fraction. 
Minimums in solvent mixture flux have been reported in the OSN literature (Machado 
et al., 2000), however the experimental data for this system (toluene-methanol in 
STARMEMTM 122) does not seem to indicate the presence of such minimum. 
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6.5 Conclusion 
Solvent fluxes for methanol, ethanol, water, ethyl acetate, and toluene in 
STARMEMTM 122 can be well described by the sorption-diffusion model developed 
in this work, as long as the smallest penetration radius possible is used as the 
molecular dimensions in calculating the energy required to move a molecule across 
the interface. The difference between predicted and experimental values for ethyl 
acetate and toluene are probably explained by the inaccuracies of the polymer 
swelling values for these solvents. Therefore, developing accurate techniques to 
determine polymer-liquid solvent swelling is a crucial step for broader model 
implementation. Moreover the model can be easily extended to solvent mixtures, 
giving reasonably accurate results with the use of a single fitting parameter. 
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7. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this thesis, the extension of the principles of aqueous nanofiltration to non-aqueous 
systems has been investigated. OSN long term performance studies (involving both 
solvent-solvent and solvent-solute systems) were conducted on commercially 
available nanofiltration membranes in order to assess the factors determining specie 
transport in OSN. Simple methodologies based on the solution-diffusion and pore-
flow models were developed. These were successfully employed to predict solvent 
flux during solvent mixture permeation, and flux/rejection behaviour during the 
permeation of highly concentrated solutions through OSN membranes. Moreover, 
using parameters determined for flat-sheet, these methodologies were successful in 
predicting OSN behaviour in spiral-wound element systems. Finally a physically 
meaningful model able to predict OSN solvent fluxes using independently determined 
solvent/membrane characteristics was developed. 
In the first part of this study, continuous cross-flow experiments involving toluene-
methanol and toluene-ethyl acetate solvent mixture permeation through 
STARMEMTM and MPF-50 OSN membranes were performed. Firstly it is important 
to mention that the MPF-50 data was not analysed due to the lack of reproducibility of 
this membrane. For STARMEMTM 122 it was shown that when toluene and methanol 
are swapped, using the same membrane discs, after a few swaps, the fluxes are stable 
at 25-30 L.m"2.h-1 for toluene and 60-70 L.m-2.h-1 for methanol. This suggests that 
solvent fluxes in STARMEMTM 122, are independent of "membrane history". 
Moreover, it was demonstrated that compaction is a slow process (usually taking 
about 3 days to reach steady state), leading us to question the reliability of data 
collected in dead-end cell testing, where the data collection period is limited (typically 
1-3 hours). In relation to solvent fluxes it was verified that the membrane-solvent 
interaction parameter is an important descriptor to assess solvent transport in a 
particular system. However this factor alone seems to be unable to explain the 
difference in flux between toluene and ethyl acetate in STARMEMTM122. This 
difference in flux is probably due to different solvent diffusivities in the membrane 
matrix, caused by different solvent molecule shape and/or specific solvent-membrane 
matrix interactions. Solvent mixture viscosity alone does not describe flux behaviour 
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leading us to question the pore-flow mechanism of transport. However, both solution-
diffusion and pore-flow (two parameter Hagen-Poiseuille model) transport models 
were able to describe quite well solvent fluxes for methanol/toluene and ethyl acetate/ 
toluene mixtures in STARMEMTM 122, with the solution-diffusion model giving 
moderately better results. The key conclusion in this part of the study is that it is 
possible to predict solvent fluxes for solvent mixtures using pure solvent data. To do 
this for polyimide membranes, this work recommends measuring steady fluxes of 
pure solvents, and using these to determine membrane permeabilities. These 
permeabilities, together with the simple solution-diffusion model presented in this 
work, should be used to make design calculations for solvent mixtures. 
In the second part of this research, the binary system methanol/dimethyl-
methylsuccinate was used to investigate solute transport mechanism in OSN 
membranes, and to clarify the effect of solute concentration on the flux/rejection 
profiles, for partially rejected species. In order to do so, continuous cross-flow 
experiments involving methanol/dimethyl-methylsuccinate solution permeation 
through STARMEMTM122 and MPF-50 OSN membranes were performed. As a first 
conclusion of this study it should be pointed out that long term continuous 
pressurization seems to be a requirement for obtaining reliable, time invariant flux and 
rejection data. 
As solute concentration increases the flux decreases due to a build up in osmotic 
pressure and concentration polarization. It is interesting to notice that both solution-
diffusion and pore-flow models can explain solvent flux dependence on concentration, 
for the tested membranes. Moreover, all model fitted parameters; the solution-
diffusion solute permeability, the pore-flow pore radius and the film-theory mass 
transfer coefficients, are physically feasible values in agreement with data reported in 
the literature. The solute rejection analysis in this study focused on the STARMEMTM  
122 performance, due to the constancy of the MPF-50 rejection values, explained by 
the high MWCO of this membrane. It was concluded that the solution mass transfer 
characteristics of the nanofiltration setup in use are a crucial factor determining how 
rejection profile changes with concentration. Moreover, it was found that the solution-
diffusion model coupled with film-theory for solution mass transfer provided the best 
fit for the solute rejection profile in STARMEMTM 122. This superior performance of 
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the solution-diffusion model is more evident in the high solute concentration domain 
and it is probably explained by the fact that, contrary to the pore-flow model, the 
solution-diffusion model does not make any distinction between "solvent" and 
"solute" for the permeating species, being intrinsically a broader model. It is 
important to point out that previously, solvent mixtures were investigated and the 
solution-diffusion model was found to describe their permeation behaviour (Silva et 
al., 2005). Highly rejected species where the distinction between solvent and solute is 
clear were also investigated. Once again the solution-diffusion approach gave a good 
description of the experimental data (Peeva et al., 2004). And now, in this part of the 
study it was shown that for a partially rejected specie system the solution-diffusion 
model coupled with the film theory for solution mass transfer is able to describe quite 
well the flux and rejection trends for a broad range of concentration and pressure. 
Therefore, it seems clear that the solution-diffusion model has a successful 
applicability in a broad range of OSN systems (solvent mixtures, highly rejected 
solutes, partially rejected solutes). Moreover, this general predictive capability is 
achieved by the means of three experimentally determined parameters (solvent 
permeability, solute permeability and solute mass transfer coefficient). 
After proving the applicability of the solution-diffusion model for a broad range of 
flat-sheet cross-flow OSN systems, in the third part of this study a pilot plant 
apparatus was used to determine the flux and rejection behaviour of a spiral-wound 
STARMEMTM 122 module. The binary system toluene/TOABr was used to 
investigate the mechanisms that determine solvent flux and solute rejection, by 
establishing comparisons with flat-sheet cross-flow nanofiltration results. It was 
concluded that by using membrane transport parameters, obtained from flat-sheet 
experiments it was possible to accurately predict the flux/rejection trends for OSN 
with spiral-wound elements. Moreover, a simple spiral-wound model considering 
uniform pressure and concentration on each side of the membrane, coupled with the 
solution-diffusion model for membrane transport and the film theory for solution mass 
transfer was able to give accurate flux and rejection predictions for the system in 
study. The success of this simple model requires low pressure drop values and low 
mass transfer resistances. In industrial applications where large membrane areas are 
required, pressure drop might become a really important issue and for these cases only 
a complex spiral-wound model, taking into account radial and axial variation of: 
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pressure, cross-flow velocity, and concentration, or a simple spiral-wound model that 
makes use of the experimental pressure drop value will be able to provide accurate 
flux/rejection predictions. 
Lastly, in the fourth part of this work there was a concern with the development of a 
generalized model based on physiochemical interactions, rather than semi-empirical 
relations, able to explain solvent transport in OSN. As solvent properties important to 
transport, the derived model takes into account; solvent viscosity, solvent molecular 
dimension, solvent molar volume, solvent swelling capability and solvent liquid-
vapour surface tension. The membrane property determining transport is the 
membrane's solid-vapour surface tension. Although this model is still in its early 
stages, and more experimental work is required to test the broadness of its 
applicability, it is interesting to notice that all model parameters used in the flux 
predictions are physically meaningful values. Moreover, the model can be 
successfully extended to the permeation of solvent mixtures, with the use of one 
single fitting parameter. 
Specific achievements of the research and corresponding future work can be outlined 
as follows: 
1. This work established the importance of polymer-solvent interactions for non-
aqueous systems. Evaluated several parameters such as the Flory-Huggins interaction 
parameter and membrane surface energy which can be used for quantifying such 
interactions. More research should be developed in order to construct precise 
equipment/techniques able to measure sorption and diffusion coefficients in 
asymmetric structured OSN membranes. 
2. Traditional transport theories (solution-diffusion and Pore-flow models) have been 
extended to non-aqueous systems to explain separation behaviour; however, they only 
impart a physical interpretation of the transport mechanism. 
3. A simple model (coupling the solution-diffusion model for membrane transport and 
film theory for solution mass transfer) able to predict the permeation of; solvent 
mixtures, highly concentrated solutions of highly rejected species, and highly 
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concentrated solutions of partially rejected species, through OSN membranes. The 
general predictive capability of the model is achieved by the means of three 
experimentally determined parameters (solvent permeability, solute permeability and 
solute mass transfer coefficient). More research should be carried out in order to 
obtain, physiochemical model/correlations able to predict solvent/solute 
permeabilities by the means of solvent, solute and membrane characteristics. Since 
this would be the crucial step in achieving the ultimately desired, OSN fully 
predictive models. 
4. Developed and verified models able to predict the performance of OSN with spiral-
wound elements. Using membrane transport parameters obtained from flat-sheet 
experiments. Assessed spiral-wound model complexity required to model a specific 
system. It would be interesting to carry out more spiral-wound experiments for several 
solvent-solute-membrane systems, in order to generalize this technique 
6. Developed a diffusion-based transport theory using a fundamental chemical 
potential gradient approach coupled with a Langmuirian sorption isotherm controlled 
by an interface breaking energy concept. This model uses solvent and membrane 
physical properties to explain permeation behaviour and can be easily extended to the 
analysis of solvent mixture permeation. More experiments involving different solvent-
membrane systems are required to assess the broadness of this model, as well as to 
prove the validity of the physical concepts behind the model development. 
This research contributed to fundamental understanding of the membrane processes 
that are well-established for aqueous systems to non-aqueous systems, both 
experimentally and theoretically. 
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Appendix I 
The starting point for the derivation of a general theory of membrane transport is the 
classical-mechanical Liouville equation that describes the motion of all particles in a 
system, in a statistical form. 
The second step is the passage from the Liouville equation to the general equations of 
fluid transport for a flowing, diffusing, multicomponent system (Bearman 1958; 
Bearman and Kirkwood 1958; Bearman 1959; Snell et al, 1967). 
Finally there was a need to transform the previous equations of fluid transport into the 
membrane transport equations (del Castillo and Mason 1980; Mason and del Castillo 
1985; Mason and Viehland 1978). In the end, denoting the test species with the index 
i, we can write the general transport equation for these species as: 
E  ci(m) 	u.)-F  ui 	( 	F;) aiB° 	 (Op  ci(n)F) E  cj(m) DTV1nT (1) 
j=1  ct(m) D. Dm 	RT 77Dim 1.1 c ,0,0130 
This equation has a clear physical interpretation and it basically states that the sum of 
the friction forces between i and the other species j is equal to the total driving force 
exerted on a specie i in a mixture. The total driving force is represented in the right 
side of the equation and can be divided in three sets of terms: the isothermal diffusion, 
the viscous flow and the thermal diffusion terms. 
The generality of Eq. (1) has been clearly demonstrated. It was shown (Mason and 
Lonsdale 1990) that all the transport models currently used to describe nanofiltration 
can be derived from Eq. (1), with the use of model simplifications and mathematical 
manipulation. 
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Type 	Number 
N  (N — 1)  
2 
N 
N 
.B 0 
Total 
	
Af(N +3) 
2 
Du 
Dim  
Table 28 : Number of transport parameters. 
Table 27 : General model derivation from statistical mechanics equation. 
General Model Model Simplification 
Applied to (1) 
Mathematical Manipulation 
Applied to (1) 
Frictional none Use of suitable algebra to adsorb 
the viscous 	flow term in (1) 
into D if 	and 	DIM  to 	produce 
"augmented" 	coefficients 
designated 	as 	friction 
coefficients 	and f im (Mason 
and Del Castillo, 1985). 
Irreversible Thermodynamics none Same as the frictional model but 
followed 	by 	matrix 	inversion 
(Mason and Del Castillo, 1985). 
Stefan-Maxwell none Same as the frictional one but 
instead 	of friction 	coefficients 
we have effective diffusion ones 
(Scattergood 	and 	Lightfoot, 
1968; Lightfoot, 1974) 
In the current work we will be dealing with isothermal systems where there is no 
external force except pressure, so Eq. (1) can be simplified. 
N 
ci(m) 	u j )+ 1 (v 	F1) ai Bo  (yip _ ci(n)F ) 
ct(m) Dij D m 	RT r1DiNt  
(2) 
The number of transport parameters required to completely describe this kind of 
transport phenomena is given by: 
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(9) 
It is clear that even for a small number of components for instance a binary mixture, a 
high number of transport parameters is required, 5 to be exact. But, for a binary 
system Eq. (2) can be mathematically manipulated and by lumping parameters we can 
obtain an expression with one less transport parameter so, for a binary mixture we will 
have: 
N1 =C1(m)u l 
N2 = C 20,0 2 
where: 
CI(m) 
Lc —  
=L110pm — Lci2V/47 
= Len Vflr —L22 
Cl(m) 	1 
— a ic" )LoVp 
— a 2C 2(m)LoVp 
a2 	C2(m) 
(3)  
(4)  
(5)  
(6)  
(7)  
(8)  
tt ART 
Lce  i2 — L21 = 
= 	
al 
c fooD i2 	D2m 
1 	Cl(m)C2(m) 
ART Ct(m)D12 
C1(m) 	1 al 
A/:)im 
B0 
Lo = 
11 
A = 	
1 
Cam)D12 	D2m 
Clf
C 2(m)  
AD2m  C t(m)Dl2 
1 
Ct(m)Dl2 Dim 	D2M) DIM D2M 
If we assume component 1 to be the solvent and 2 the solute we obtain the commonly 
used expressions: 
AT, =FI N I +F2N 2 = —L p (Vp —crV Ir a ) 
N2 = —Cl(m) coV 7r a + C2(m) — CI(m) 171(75 
Where: 
L p = 11 2 	
+ V22 
LC22 + 2T7  IF2LCI2C (M)F li72L 0 (a l ci(m) + a 2c2(m) 
+[72g2 172 Lc22 +FI L12 
Qs = L P 
= 
C I (m)L p 	 C 2(m)L p 
(a l  — a2 )L0  
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CO = C2(m) 
Lci 1 Lc22 2Lci2 Ce(m) Lo 
(cr i cion) +a2c2(m) )—c2(m)cr vo-s L p  (14) 2 ( 
Cio,n) 
+ ,2 
L,200  
+ 	)1_ 
Ci(m)C2(m) Cl(m) 
In the next table the most commonly applied nanofiltration models are shown along 
with the correct way to deduce them starting from the general equations. 
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Spiegler-
Kedem 
(Spiegler and 
Kedem, 1966) 
Pore Flow 
(Merten, 1966) 
* None 
** Dilute ideal 
solutions, finite 
difference 
approximation, 
constant 
transport 
coefficients and 
al = a2. 
* No diffusion 
coupling of the 
fluxes and no 
activity gradient 
** /30 can be 
described by 
Poiseuilles's 
law , finite 
difference 
approximation, 
constant 
transport 
coefficients and 
al = a2 =1. 
Eq. (9) 
Cl (m) al Q0  N = 	Vp 
11 
c2(m)a2130 
N2 = 	 Vp 
17 
Same as the previous one except for 
(c2(m) ) that is rigorously calculated from 
the differential equation: 
„Pe 
_ '2F' — '2P C2F — C2P  (C2( m )) 	— 
ePe —1 	Pe 
P = (1— a)N ,Az 
e 	wRT 
2 
N = ErP AP 
8771- Az 
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Table 29 : Usually applied nanofiltration models and their deduction. 
Model 	General Equations* 	Usually Applied Equations** 	 Assumptions 
m (Ap — Air) 	I  N1 Al 
Df 	
P(Ap — Air) 
RT Az 
N2 A:: —DLI  
R =1 	 pN 2 1 cipRTDL4 
 (Ac2( „, )  
	
C2F NI 	C2FDleM AP 
* The 2 
components do 
not interact with 
each other. 
** Dilute ideal 
solutions, finite 
difference 
approximation 
Solution-
Diffusion 
(Lonsdale et al, 
1965) 
Nl =-  RT  Cl(m)VIi  
C2(m )VAIT C 2 m ) 
Az 
N2 D2M 
RT 
Kedem-
Katchalsky 
(Kedem and 
Katchalsky, 
1958,1962) 
Eq. (9) 
Lp 
cl Az 
(C2(m)) 
(C 2( „ ) )(1 — CT)N 
(a 	1) 
and 	constant 
transport 
coefficients. 
* None 
** Dilute ideal 
solutions, 	finite 
N  = 
N2 = .6,z 1,6‘11.  
N2 R=1— 
C2F Nv 	C2F 	C2FNvAZ 
C2F 	C2P (C2( m )) 
+1 	difference 
approximation, 
constant 
transport 
coefficients and 
al = a2 . 
mn(C2F) 
C2p 
There are many other models that can be applied for nanofiltration (Soltanieh and 
Gill, 1981) but all them are based in the ones shown in the previous Table. After 
showing that all membrane transport models can be derived from one single general 
equation of transport, the models used in this thesis will be derived in detail. 
Solution-Diffusion Model 
For the solution-diffusion (Wijmans and Baker, 1995) the following profiles are 
expected: 
(F) 	 (P) 
Figure 38 : Theoretical membrane profiles for the solution-diffusion mechanism. 
It is clear that the solution-diffusion model assumption states that the activity gradient 
is the only responsible in the transport process. To fully derive this model the one 
dimensional version of Eq. (16) in chapter 2 is a good start: 
- 	dx. 
Ni = c,(m) ion) 	i(m)  
xm 	dz 
(15) 
Assuming constant xm , goo and ci(m) the previous equation can be integrated to give: 
ci(m)N m) (xi(m)p_xi(m)F ) 
Ni — 
	
	 (16) xm 
Now it is required to relate the outside and inside membrane molar fractions and the 
chemical potential balance provides this relation. 
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Chemical Potential Balance 
Feed: 
PiF = Pi(m)F 
_L 	I I 
/ (m)F X -r 11 MO 	 i(m)F) +171(P On) F Pisa() 11iF° RTIn(7iFxiF)+ 17i(PF Pisad= Pi(m)F
0 DT 
Once that: 
P(m)F = PF 
We obtain: 
In(YrFxiF) = In(rionwx")F) or X i(m)F = rwiar  X iF  
With the molar partition coefficient given by: 
K  molar 	Y iF  
Y i(m)F 
Permeate: 
PiP = Pi(m)P 
yip° RT ln(y ipx ip )+V (Pp — pisal )= Pi(m)p
0 
 + RT ln(7 i(m)Px i(m)P) fr(P(m)p P isat) 
Once that: 
P(m)P= P(m)F= PF = Po and P p= Pr 
We obtain: 
rip 	Fr (Po — 1)  xi(m)p = 	xip exp( 
Yi(m)P 	 RT 
) 
Assuming: 
YiP  _  YiF  _ K molar 
Yi(m)P Yi(m)F 
We get: 
xi(n)p K imolar xip exp( F., (Poo- Pr )) 
R 
Recently it was suggested (Peeva et al, 2004) that the following relation works better 
for highly rejected concentrate solutions: 
(17)  
(18)  
(19)  
(20)  
(21) 
(22)  
(23)  
(24)  
(25)  
(26)  
(27)  
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xionw Ki molar riP 	 Vi (Po — PI)  
riF 	 RT 
) Xip exp( 
	
(28) 
Therefore, this relation was adopted in this thesis. Substituting Eqs. (20) and (28) in 
Eq (16) the solution-diffusion equation is derived: 
	
c. e 	molar 
iM Ki 	 rip 	i(130 — Pt )1 Ni = i(m)  
1)  
1 	X iF XiP 	exP r iF 	 RT 	
/I 
grouping parameters the one parameter (permeability) version of the solution-
diffusion model is obtained: 
( 	 VG' 1)1)11 Ni =Pi xiF — xip 2 ' exp 	' ° —  
YIF l RT )) 
In Eq. (27) it is assumed that the species activity coefficients inside the membrane 
stays constant through all membrane thickness instead of the usual solution-diffusion 
assumption Eq. (25), that considers constant the solution activity coefficient-
membrane activity coefficient ratio in the feed and permeate sides. 
Bowen's Pore-Flow Model 
To deduct the pore-flow model used in solute transport studies the best starting point 
is the extended Nernst-Plank equation for a solute i (Bowen and Welfoot, 2002): 
c")Di(m) dut 
Ni = 	 
RT 	dz +Kcc(rn)Vs 
	 (29) 
Where vs is the solvent velocity given by the Hagen-Poiseuille relation (Bowen and 
Welfoot, 2002): 
2 
Vs =  
8riAz 
P 	- An) 	 (30) 
Di(n) is the solute diffusivity inside the pore and is given by the product of the liquid 
phase diffusion coefficient by an hindrance factor: 
Di(m) =141(ki 
(27)  
(28)  
(31) 
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The values of both hidrance factors for convection and diffusion Kic and Kid 
respectively were determined by Deen (1987): 
Kic = (2 - (Di Xl+ 0.00542 -0.9884 + 0.4414) 	 (32) 
Kid =-2.30.; +1.1544 +0.2244 	 (33) 
Where oi is the solute partition coefficient into the pore. For cylindrical pores is 
given by: 
=0-2j2 	 (34) 
And Ai is the ratio between the solute radius and the membrane pore radius. 
Going back to Eq. (29) and knowing that: 
pi = RT in ai +Fi p + cons tan t 	 (35) 
The following equation is derived: 
dc 	c,• Dip  F dp Ni 	Vs —Dip 
dz R7' dz 
(36) 
Knowing that the solute flux can also be written as: 
Ni = CoV, 	 (37) 
And considering that the pressure gradient is constant and given by a Hagen-
Poiseuille relashionhip, the following is verified: 
dp 	(Op — Arl) 877V, 
dz 	Az 	r 2 
p 
After the relations derived above Eq (36) can be written as: 
dc; 	VS  [[ 
K 	
Di(m) 	8„ 
dz Di(m) RT r 2 
C i -C1p 
P j 
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(38)  
(39)  
Integrating for the boundary conditions: 
= (13.;C;F(n) and ci2=6„ = 
We obtain the following expression for the real rejection (Eq. (29) chapter 2): 
11,V ; 817 c D 
	
K. 	2 }CD 
C `F(m) 
RR =1 	=1 	
RTrP  
C ip 	 D 877  
1— [1— {K k 	}(131exp [Pe. ] 
RTr` 
Where the modified Peclet number Pe is given by: 
K 
 D, , r 
V. 87]) 2  
N 
RTr 2 	v 
Pe' =\ k 
	,, 
Being Pj„, the solvent permeability. 
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(40)  
(41)  
(42)  
